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Abstract 
Big Data has been playing a major role in the domain of Deep Learning applications 
as many companies and institutions continue to find solutions and extract certain trends in 
fields of climate change, weather forecasting and meteorology. This project extracts 
weather events data from multiple data sources that are supported by National Centers for 
Environmental information (NCEI) [1] and Amazon Web Services (AWS) [2]. Data sources 
include Next-Generation NEXRAD [3] Doppler radar reflectivity, GOES-16 [4] multi-channel 
satellite imagery and NCEI [1] storm events. Then, it integrates and refines data in proper 
formats to be fed to the open-source Detectron [5] Deep learning software package from 
Facebook. The integration process involves validation on the respective data source as well 
as generating geospatial and temporal intersections. The project subsequently shifts to 
generating training datasets along with annotations to be ingested by Mask R-CNN [6] 
network architecture. Finally, it passes the generated training dataset as an input for 
Detectron [5] software application and attempts to train network for the given 2017 and 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
Deep Learning is a sub-category of Artificial Intelligence. Deep Learning applications 
are decision-driven algorithms that behave and function more like human brain such as 
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). Essentially, a Deep Learning architecture consists of 
multiple layers that begin with input layer where data start flowing and then propagate to 
hidden layers (if any) and finally to an output layer. This type of model is similar to how 
human neural network is functioning where neural signals transmit energy from one layer to 
another carrying certain information. An important feature is the ability of Deep Learning 
networks to make intelligent decisions. However, these decisions cannot guarantee 
absolute correct results. In other words, it can achieve a high accuracy level yet still can 
make incorrect output based on a given input data. The network model in addition to 
training datasets plays a huge role in defining the accuracy of the model. Generally 
speaking, the more data fed for training, the more the accurate and intelligent the model 
becomes. Similarly, number of layers and type of models integrated have a huge impact on 
accuracy level. 
While multi-layered networks are very desired for deep data analysis, such networks 
require very high-speed hardware and more specifically Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) 
due to complexity of computation. Especially during the training process of a given neural 
network, high performance workstation is a must for successful completion. Given a data 
set, a multi-layered neural network is trained once and used multiple times to reduce 
analysis time required for running the network. Another important factor played a huge role 
in the introduction of Deep Learning as a category is Big Data. Deep Learning has not started 
to take a tangible effect in the world until the increasing availability of Big Data. Neural 
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networks grow and achieve intelligence by data fed in a form of batches. Data collections 
and labeling schemes are growing rapidly and therefore allowing complex neural networks 
to resolve very interesting problems in many fields such as engineering, medicine and data 
analysis. Ultimately, both of high-performance hardware and Big Data constitute a key 
component in achieving highly accurate and capable Deep Learning applications. 
The data sources involved in this project are NEXRAD [3] radar data and GOES-16 [4] 
satellite imagery freely available from Amazon Web Services S3 AWS [2]. In addition, 
National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI) [1] storm events data from National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) [7] is used to access details of storms such 
as date, time, geographical location (in longitudes and latitudes), time zone, and states. And 
finally, the stationary locations of NEXRAD [3] radars spread across the United States (in 
longitudes/latitudes). It is important to point out that AWS S3 [1] NEXRAD [3] and GOES-16 
[4] buckets are very large and span multiple years. This project will focus on data release for 
years 2017 and 2018 to generate training data for Mask R-CNN [6] network. The final output 
of the project are annotation files along with the corresponding GOES-16 [4] imagery to be 
consumed by Detectron [5] Deep Learning application. 
The following chapters begin by illustrating Detectron [5] application through 
explaining its training process and Mask R-CNN [6] network architecture. Then, chapter 3 
introduces the details of data sources that are involved in this project. After that, chapter 4 
describes phases of generating custom annotations along with images for Detectron [5] 
application training process. Finally, chapter 5 reports the experiment’s results.  
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Chapter 2: Object Detection Software application 
Facebook Detectron 
Detectron [5] is an AI application developed by Facebook for object segmentation. It 
was implemented in Python programming language on top of Caffe2 [8] framework. 
Detectron [5] is an open-source application and the source code can be cloned using Git 
version control. It implements one of the most complicated neural networks called Mask-
RCNN [6] to achieve accurate instance segmentation. It is important to point out that 
Detectron [5] application can be trained for different object instance segmentation as long 
as there are valid batches of labeled datasets. Therefore, this makes Detectron [5] a very 
flexible software application that allows developers to perform many types of object 
detection. Performing standard installation by following Detectron’s documentation will use 
COCO datasets [9] for object detection. It is very important to point out that the key feature 
of Detectron that outperforms other similar AI applications is pixel-by-pixel instance 
segmentation. The following sections will layout and illustrate the key components of Mask 
R-CNN [6] neural network to achieve this objective. 
Mask R-CNN 
This network consists of two major smaller neural networks as illustrated below:  
1. Faster R-CNN [10]. 
2. Fully Convolutional Network (FCN). 
Instance segmentation is the process of locating and classifying a proposed object to 
detect an object in an input image. To achieve that, a bounding box must be applied on the 
proposed object and then semantic segmentation must be performed to successfully 
implement instance segmentation. Semantic segmentation inherits the basic functions of 
regular image segmentation in the sense that it assigns labels to individual pixels. In addition 
to that, semantic segmentation requires the partitioning process be meaningful to perform 
a correct feature extraction, given an input image. It is important to point out that given an 
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input image, it is possible to have several instances of the same object label and some 
instances will fail to be detected due to lack of sufficient extracted features while 
performing semantic segmentation. As illustrated in Figure 1, Faster R-CNN [10] is 
responsible for performing object detection and FCN [11] performs semantic segmentation 
for each proposed object or region within that image. 
 
Figure 1: Network illustration of Mask R-CNN [12]. 
Faster R-CNN (Region based CNN) 
As shown in Figure 2, the Faster R-CNN framework consists of two major stages 
Region Proposal Network (RPN) [10] and feature extraction Region Of Interest (ROI) Pooling. 
The primary function of RPN is to propose candidate objects by applying bounding box on 
the proposed region. The candidate object will be classified in the next stage during ROI 
Pooling. Therefore, given an input image, the output of RPN will be a set of candidates that 
will be filtered in the ROI pooling process. RPN generates candidate objects by running a 
multilayered Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). The CNN accepts an image as its input 
and applies several convolutional layers and filters to ultimately classify a candidate object 
to be passed to the next stage for feature extraction. It is important to note that failure to 
propose an object in the RPN phase will not be recovered or detected in the ROI pooling 
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phase. This is because ROI Pooling depends on a set of proposed regions generated and fed 
in the RPN stage. Therefore, RPN generates many candidates from an input image and a 
large number of the candidates will be discarded in the ROI Pooling process during feature 
extraction. Generating too many candidates can lead to performance degradation. Similarly, 
generating only a few candidates can lead to missing objects in a given input image. 
In the ROI pooling layer, a proposed candidate is fed and then partitioned into sub-
regions. After that, max pooling is applied on each sub-region to retrieve the max value in 
an input matrix to be used in the next layers. The key advantage of ROI pooling is that it can 
accept input candidates of variable sizes or dimensions from the RPN phase, unlike regular 
max pooling. Moreover, speed is another factor that makes ROI pooling preferable as 
compared to regular max pooling. The output of ROI pooling is a fixed size matrix to be 
determined by the programmer as a hyper parameter in the network architecture. 
 
Figure 2: Fast R-CNN diagram shows example input image and both of RPN and ROI Pooling vector pathways. [13] 
Mask R-CNN [6] inherits the major components of Fast R-CNN framework, which are 
generating bounding box and class label. In addition, it adds a Fully Convolutional Network 
(FCN) [11] pipe to the existing framework for calculating a binary mask for the input image. 




Figure 3: Network flowchart of Mask R-CNN [14] 
Furthermore, the Mask R-CNN network makes use of ROI Align layer instead of ROI 
Pooling due to the introduction of the binary mask network. The key advantage of ROI Align 
layer is resolving mis-alignment generated by ROI Pooling in each extracted sub-region by 
preserving pixel-to-pixel coordinates. ROI Align achieves that by avoiding quantization of 
coordinates. With this modification, the generated binary mask will be aligned with each 
detected object in an input image. 
Implementation 
Facebook Detectron [5] is a flexible framework and it supports many tools and 
modules. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to cover all of them. Instead, this thesis will 
primarily concentrate on two major elements, which are standard network training and 
running inference tool on sample images. Assuming that the software is correctly installed 
by following its documentation, the following sections will provide two flow-charts of how 
both of network training and inference are constructed and how they work. The flow-charts 
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will focus on major steps and do not include simple auxiliary methods. They attempt to 
provide a demonstration on how network architecture is designed and implemented. These 
flow charts were based on Facebook’s Detectron’s [5] repository and were built via Drawio 
[15] online tool. 
Network Training 
The training process begins by executing “train_net.py” tool under the “tools” 
directory. The execution of this tool requires passing two arguments which are 
configuration “. yaml” file and the output directory to dump the outcome of training 
process. The configuration file contains global flags and variable declarations such as model 
type, number of iterations, weight values, steps, and learning rate that will shape the 
flowchart in Figure 4. As Detectron is a flexible framework, a programmer might pass a 
custom configuration file in attempt to perform a specific task within existing modules. 
Furthermore, “train_net.py” tool will be involving many modules across the project 
repository. 
The process starts by triggering the “main” method that will call “train_model” 
method. At this stage multiple modules get activated and the most important one is the 
“model_builder” module. This module will refer to the configuration file to get the type of 
model (e.g. “generalized_rcnn”) and use this parameter to create the model. This in turn will 
call the inner function “build_generic_detection_model” method to establish available 
GPU(s) support and trigger RPN based on the configuration file. At the same time, the 
“setup_model_for_training” method gets triggered and starts overriding default weights 
and creates the network. After that, it attempts to load datasets in batches. Once, the 
model gets created via the “create_model” method, the generated model object gets fed to 
Caffe2 [8] framework after that it starts running the constructed network via triggering the 
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“RunNet” module in caffe2 global workspace. The training time varies based on hardware 







Figure 4: Flowchart of Detectron Training process. 
Inference 
The infer tool is faster and less complicated as compared to the training process. It 
starts by calling “infer_simple.py” code. In a standard python function call, four arguments 
are passed, i.e., configuration file, weights, output directory, and image file extensions, as 
illustrated in Figure 5. The core arguments are configuration and weights to be used in 
object detection. The output directory is for dumping newly processed images along with 
binary masks. The configuration file gets loaded and overridden. It is important to point out 
that model type is set to “generalized_rcnn” and the mask parameter is set to “true” so that 
masks also get generated for the detected objects. Then, weights are downloaded and 
cached to a specific directory to be used in object detection. After that, the model gets 
initialized and built in a way similar to the training process before it is fed to Caffe2 
Worksapce. This means that RPN and other relevant modules will be triggered and 
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configured with the available GPU(s) on the workstation. Moreover, in the model creation 
process, three important elements are activated, i.e., bounding box, mask, and key points. 
Those modules will be used later in the detection process. 
Once the model gets initialized, a loop under the “main” method starts iterating over the 
input images to begin the detection process using the declared model. In each iteration, an input 
image is read and passed to the “im_detect_all” module. This function accepts the pre-defined 
model, the input image, and requires a timer to track execution time. This function will call three 
inner functions which are “im_detectbox”, “im_detect_mask”, and “im_detect_keypoints”. They are 
responsible for resolving bounding box, mask and key points, respectively. In each of these three 
methods, the “RunNet” function in the Caffe2 [8] workspace gets triggered on the input image to 
perform object detection on the trained network. The “im_detect_all” function returns three 
outputs “cls_bbox”, “cls_segms”, and “cls_keyps”. These in turn are fed to “vis_one_image” as the 
inputs to actually show box, label, mask and keypoints on the input image. Finally, it exports image 









Chapter 3: Data Sources 
Next-Generation Radar NEXRAD Data 
NEXRAD [3] are stationary Doppler weather radars deployed across the United 
States as shown in Figure 6. Essentially, this system consists of a tower, a radome, a dish, an 
antenna, and a data logger unit. The fixed tower elevates the radar from the ground and the 
radome is spherical cover that protects the internal components (dish and antenna) from 
external environment. The radar rotates horizontally 360 degrees to achieve a single sweep 
at a specific elevation angle. Then, the elevation angle can be adjusted to perform another 
sweep. Finally, the radar’s receiver logs the data to a data hub. The radar functions by 
having the antenna transmitting energy while conducting the sweep. When the transmitted 
signal echoes –meaning that it hits an object, such as a water drop, the signal will be 
reflected to the dish to be received, as illustrated in Figure 7. 
 
Figure 6: NEXRAD locations [16] 
 
Figure 7: NEXRAD radar unit shows signal propagation and 
reflection. [17] 
Geostationary Operational Environment Satellite GOES-16 Data 
Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite GOES-16 [4] data are satellite 
imagery with 16 channels. This project is a joint effort of NASA [18] and NOAA [7]. This 
project, as compared to NEXRAD radars [3], is more complex and involves launching 
spacecraft into the geostationary orbit of the Earth. This thesis work will make use of GOES-
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16 Advanced Baseline Imager (ABI) data to collect meteorological imagery to be used in the 
training process. The ABI data collection consists of 16 bands that includes visible and 
infrared wavelengths. Eventually, this data will serve as a training input for Detectron [5] 
application. 
 
Figure 8: Sample GOES-16 image [19] 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Storm Events Data 
National Centers for Environmental information (NCEI) [1], formerly known as 
National Climatic Data Center (NCDC), archives various meteorological data. The storm 
event database includes storm event details and statistical estimates on injuries and 
damages due to these weather events. This database will act as a primary source for 
acquiring storm event details for this project. The storm events are downloaded as Comma 
Separated Value (CSV) files from an FTP server [20]. These files have 51 parameters as 
























































Figure 9: NOAA storm events data dictionary. 
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The parameters marked with color “red” are primarily used for finding intersections 
with NEXRAD [3] and GOES-16 [4] objects. The BEGIN_ and END_ DATE_TIME parameters 
indicate the duration of the storm event in a specific time zone. the BEGIN_ and END_ 
LAT/LON constitute the geographical region of a storm event. Figure 10 shows different 
time zones used in this project. All time zones were converted to Coordinated Universal 
Time (UTC) that is consistent with NEXRAD [3] and GOES-16 [4] data. The 2018 storm events 
distribution across U.S States is shown in Figure 11. 
TIME ZONE UTC EQUIVALENT TIME ZONE 
EST-5 + 5 hours 
CST-6 + 6 hours 
MST-7 + 7 hours 
PST-8 + 8 hours 
AST-4 + 4 hours 
AKST-9 + 9 hours 
HST-10 + 10 hours 
GST10 - 10 hours 
SST-11 + 11 hours 
Figure 10: Storm events time zones collected from 2017 and 2018 
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Detectron [5] application uses the Common Objects in Context COCO datasets [9] 
format. Essentially, COCO is a big repository that contains labeled and annotated images 
ready to be used for training object detection and segmentation models. A typical 
annotation file is a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) object that holds certain parameters 
concerning a training dataset. This includes license, images, annotation, and info, as in 
Figure 12. Each block will hold information that will be used by Detectron in the training 
process. 
 




Chapter 4: Weather Dataset Generation 
Dataset Generation Tool 
This tool was coded in Python programming language and the code is available on 
Github version control [21]. It makes use of the above data sources in cleaning and 
generating training dataset to be used by Detectron [5]. The following sections will illustrate 
the major modules for generating annotations files. 
Storm Events Validation 
The process starts by loading the NOAA storm events csv file and checks for 
longitudes and/or latitudes errors – meaning that storm event beginning latitude must be 
less than storm event end latitude so as with storm event longitudes in addition to that all 
longitudes are negative values in the West hemisphere. There have been violation cases 
found and they are documented in log files. This stage will generate a verified version of 
storm events to be used in the next phase of generating training data. 
Storm Events Area Filter 
NOAA storm events data contains large number of storm events with different area 
sizes. This module will first create a box based on the given beginning and ending longitudes 
and the beginning and ending latitudes of a storm. Using the box, the area of the storm will 
be calculated. If the area passes a certain threshold, which is set to 2.5E-03 degree along 
both longitude and latitude dimensions in this project, the storm will be appended and 
exported. The threshold point will filter out small storm events from passing to the next 
phase. It is important to mention that by the end of this stage, significant reduction has 
been made to the original NOAA storm events due to null cases and area filtering. Figure 13 




2018 AREA FILTERED STORM EVENTS. 
MINIMUM AREA 6.26999999998924E-06 
AVERAGE AREA 0.006018 
MAXIMUM AREA 0.682875450000002 
Figure 13: Some statistics of area-filtered storm events 
GOES-16 Time Intersection Test 
This module starts by loading the cleaned storm events. It then iterates over each 
storm case in attempt to find time range intersections with AWS S3 [2] GOES-16 [4] bucket 
objects based on storm event beginning and ending date and time. During the cleaning 
process, all time zones are converted to UTC time zone before passing dates and times to 
intersection test. GOES-16 data format is illustrated in Figure 14. 
By selecting the appropriate product, and then passing storm event date and time, a 
subset of GOES-16 data will be generated after the time intersection method is called on 
each case. If there is an intersection, GOES-16 meta-data will be appended to a csv file and 
<Product>/<Year>/<Day of Year>/<Hour>/<Filename> 
Where 





• <Year> is the year the netCDF4 file was created 
• <Day of Year> is the numerical day of the year (1-365) 
• <Hour> is the hour the data observation was made 
• <Filename> is the name of the file containing the data. These are compressed 
and encapsulated using the netCDF4 standard. 
Example: s20171671145342 is start of scan time 
• 4-digit year 
• 3-digit day of year 
• 2-digit hour 
• 2-digit minute 
• 2 digit second 
• 1 digit tenth of second 
 Figure 14: Format details of GOES file header [4]. 
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exported. A log file is generated to keep track of the intersection test records and other 
auxiliary methods to monitor program execution. This process is relatively time consuming 
as large number of storms and GOES-16 objects must be tested and appended. Figure 15 
illustrates GOES-16 time intersection test. 
 
Figure 15: Flowchart of GOES time intersection test. 
NEXRAD Space Intersection Test 
This test is similar to the previous intersection test as it will also load the cleaned and 
area-filtered storm events and starts iterating on NEXRAD data. In each iteration, both time 
and geographical intersections are tested and appended to a csv file if passed. The space 
intersection requires stationary positions of NEXRAD sites (longitudes/latitudes) radars. 
Therefore, the first step is to load NEXRAD radar locations and convert all location points 
from degrees/min/sec unit to degree decimals by applying the following formula. 
𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠 =  𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠 +  (𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠/60)  +  (𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠/3600) 
This is a one-time process that converts radar locations to decimal degrees to have 
positions consistent with respect to storm events. After that, the flowchart in Figure 16 





Figure 16: Flowchart of NEXRAD space intersection test. 
The test starts with an iterator that loops over all storm events. In each case, 
location points (longitudes, latitudes) and storm points (longitudes, latitudes) are used to 
create boxes that will be passed to an intersection method to decide whether there is an 
intersection or not. If an intersection is found, then the code will trigger a method to fetch 
all NEXRAD images. Subsequently, it proceeds to time intersection test for each fetched 
object from AWS s3 bucket. This process is time consuming as there is only a single process 
performing this sequence of instructions. Parallel processes can be used to reduce time; 
however, it is not necessary as this code is not executed frequently (one-time execution). 
Object Clipping 
This module is the final stage and will consume the previously generated CSV files, 
including GOES-16 intersections, NEXRAD intersections, and area-filtered storm events, as 
input files. The output of this module is annotations in the form of JSON objects and the 




Figure 17: Flowchart of image clipping. 
As shown in Figure 17, the module starts by loading CSV files and then begins 
iterating over storm events to query storm ids for retrieving intersections via a foreign key. 
Subsequently, it iterates over the metadata of the relevant NEXRAD data items to download 
NEXRAD and GOES-16 data. Furthermore, it selects the nearest GOES-16 object for the next 
30 minutes window. At this stage, there will be a NEXRAD and a GOES-16 image ready to be 




Figure 18: Example image clipping process 
This method starts by calculating image horizontal pixel segment (segment_x) and 
image vertical pixel segment (segement_y). Then, those values are used in determining new 
column and row indexes. As indicated in the previous sections, column0, column1, row0, 
and row1 can be calculated and returned to clip the original image. Once clipped versions 
are ready, a new training instance will be created as will be addressed in the next section. 






Figure 19: Sample clipped GOES-16 images 
Object Training 
This module initializes the annotations json file header to include info, licenses, 




Figure 20: Code snippet indicates annotation instances header 
Moreover, there are four methods in the module, i.e., 
“generate_segmentation_image”, “generate_training_images”, “generate_bounding_box”, 
and “create_training_instance”, which are involved in generating annotations. The 
“generate_segmentation_image” method will calculate a binary mask out of the NEXRAD 
radar image and set an array of values with each less than 35 dBZ. The 
“generate_training_images” method will export clipped GOES-16 image to the defined 
directory. The “generate_bounding_box” will define the width and height of the input image 
# instances header 
        self.instances={ 
            "info":{ 
                "description": "Storm Events "+self.year, 
                "url": "ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/swdi/stormevents/csvfiles/", 
                "version": "1.0", 
                "year": int(self.year), 
                "contributor": "Haidar", 
                "date_created": str(datetime.datetime.now()) 
            }, 
            "licenses":[{ 
                "url": "ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/swdi/stormevents/csvfiles/", 
                "id": 1, 
                "name": "ncdc.noaa.gov License" 
            }], 
            "images":[], 
            "type":"instances", 
            "annotations":[], 
            "categories":[ 
                { 
              "supercategory": "BigStorms", 
              "id": 1, 
              "name": "BigStorms" 
             }, 
                { 
              "supercategory": "SmallStorms", 
              "id": 2, 
              "name": "SmallStorms" 
             } 
            ] 
        } 
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(calculated rows and columns from previous step). And finally, the 
“create_training_instance” will append an image instance to an images array. Similarly, an 
annotation instance will be appended to an annotations array, as illustrated in Figure 21. 
Once all storm events have been processed, the class will trigger a method to dump the 
annotation JSON object from memory to a defined directory on hard drive. 
# append image instance 
        image_dict={ 
      "license": 1, #FOREGIN_KEY->licenses 
      "url": "https://s3.amazonaws.com/", 
      "file_name": self.current_image_dir.split("/")[3], #goes data (images) 
      "height": float(rows), #goes image height 
      "width": float(cols),  #goes image width 
      "date_captured": str(goes_object['bucket_begin_time']), 
      "id": int(storm_row.name) #unique 
     } 
#append annotation instance 
annoatation_dict={ 
            "segmentation": list, 
            "area": float(bbox["area"]), #storm data area 
            "iscrowd": 0, 
            "image_id": int(storm_row.name), #FOREGIN_KEY->images 
            "bbox": bbox["coordinates"], # nexrad image jpg bounding bbox[x,y,width,height] 
            "category_id": 1, #FOREGIN_KEY->categories 
            "id": int(storm_row.name) #unique 
        } 




Chapter 5: Detectron dataset Training Attempt 
This chapter will consume previously generated GOES-16 [4] clipped images along 
with their annotations JSON object in Detectron. Since data sources are very big, the 
annotations file is also big in terms of size. For example, annotations for August 2018 is 
approximately 404 MB. Similarly, downloading the relevant GOES-16 and NEXRAD raw 
images along with the derived clipped images requires a lot of hard drive space. Therefore, 
all the experiments are executed on a remote server with high-end hardware (dedicated 
GPU) and considerable big space for storing data. Likewise, our Detectron experiments were 
also conducted on this server. The following sections illustrate the major phases and steps 
of training attempt with custom generated storm events.  
Detectron Installation 
The installation process begins with cloning Git repository [5] to a local directory and 
installing Caffe2 [8] framework along with other required dependencies. This is assuming 
that Python 2.7 is available as well as accessible with root privileges on a Linux machine. 
Then, assuming the current directory is the root of Detectron application, the following 
command will install Detectron required libraries locally and then software becomes ready. 
Pip install -r $Detectron/requirements.txt 
Assuming all the steps pass, Detectron tests module can be accessed and executed 
to verify a successful installation. The following command illustrates a custom operator test. 
Python $detectron/detectron/tests/test_zero_even_op.py 
 
Customizing configuration file. 
As previously discussed, running Detectron requires a yaml configuration file. This 
file contains major parameters that determines the software’s behavior. Figure 22 shows a 




Figure 22: Custom yaml Detectron configuration file for 2017 storm events dataset. 
Key hyper-parameters that are important in this discussion include model type, 
learning rate, STEPS, FPN, MAX_ITER and TRAIN DATASETS. For example, MAX_ITER controls 
how many iterations will the application perform to train the network. Furthermore, the 
directory name that holds generated GOES-16 images from the previous chapter is assigned 
here to DATASETS parameter so that when the training begins, the software looks and loads 
MODEL: 
  TYPE: generalized_rcnn 
  CONV_BODY: FPN.add_fpn_ResNet50_conv5_body 
  NUM_CLASSES: 81 
  FASTER_RCNN: True 
NUM_GPUS: 1 
SOLVER: 
  WEIGHT_DECAY: 0.0001 
  LR_POLICY: steps_with_decay 
  BASE_LR: 0.0025 
  GAMMA: 0.1 
  MAX_ITER: 100 
  STEPS: [0, 30000, 40000] 
FPN: 
  FPN_ON: True 
  MULTILEVEL_ROIS: True 
  MULTILEVEL_RPN: True 
FAST_RCNN: 
  ROI_BOX_HEAD: fast_rcnn_heads.add_roi_2mlp_head 
  ROI_XFORM_METHOD: RoIAlign 
  ROI_XFORM_RESOLUTION: 7 
  ROI_XFORM_SAMPLING_RATIO: 2 
TRAIN: 
  WEIGHTS: https://dl.fbaipublicfiles.com/detectron/ImageNetPretrained/MSRA/R-50.pkl 
  DATASETS: ('storms_2017_train',) 
  SCALES: (500,) 
  MAX_SIZE: 833 
  BATCH_SIZE_PER_IM: 256 





images from that directory. All of these hyper-parameters and parameters will be loaded to 
overwrite the default values set by the application upon execution. 
Linking data 
In this section, the generated GOES-16 images will be linked to the Detectron dataset 
module. This step involves modifying dataset_catalog python file by appending 
“_DATASETS” dictionary with a new record holding the generated annotations and data 
directory from the previous steps. It is important to mention that dictionary record names 
must match with those defined in the configuration file. As an example, the dictionary 
shown in Figure 23 ensures that the declared keys are the only one available upon 
executing. 
 
Figure 23: Code snippet of Detectron dataset_catalog.py file [5]. 
Running network. 
At this stage, the application is ready to be executed to attempt train the network 
for custom weather storm events. The command shown in Figure 24 demonstrates how to 
run the network training process. 
 
Figure 24: Detectron training process command [5]. 
# Available datasets 
_DATASETS = { 
    'storms_2017_train': { 
        _IM_DIR: 
            _DATA_DIR + '/storms/storms_train2017', 
        _ANN_FN: 
            _DATA_DIR + '/storms/annotations/instances_train2017.json' 
    }, 
} 
python tools/train_net.py \ 
    --skip-test --cfg configs/2019_baselines/mask_rcnn_v1.yaml \ 
    OUTPUT_DIR /tmp/detectron-output 
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As illustrated above, the custom configuration file is passed, together with the 
output directory for dumping final training model weights. The weights will be consumed by 
the application when it is used for inference. Refer to Appendix A for the console log output 
of the network training model. 
Analysis. 
This section discusses multi-source data integration outcomes and other related 
inconsistencies while processing data in terms of data format, objects parsing, and clipping 
process. 
Data format and inconsistency complications 
Upon processing the original NOAA storm events csv file, there were null (absence of 
values) cases that prevented certain records from proceeding to the next phase of new 
dataset generation. Furthermore, there were violations in longitudes and latitudes values 
and those were logged and documented, as shown in Figure 25 and Figure 26. For that 
reason, it was necessary to perform a preliminary validation test to ensure that the base 
data source is in a valid form to be passed to the next phase. Similarly, NEXRAD and GOES-
16 data with certain storm events were unable to be processed due to format inconsistency. 
PyArt [22] and netCDF [23] libraries were used to process NEXRAD and GOES-16 images 
respectively. Those libraries were raising exceptions in certain cases indicating unsupported 
file format extension. With that said, as compared to the massive total number of weather 




Figure 25: Longitudes and latitudes validation log snippet. 
 
Figure 26: 2018 Storm event csv file. The highlighted rows in red color indicate violations. 
INFO:root:removing Nulls (36047, 7) 
INFO:root:verify lons lats 
WARNING:root:Exception: BEGIN_LAT > END_LAT, 44.721000000000004 > 44.717, 
index13 
WARNING:root:Exception: BEGIN_LAT > END_LAT, 40.02 > 40.0189, index14 
WARNING:root:Exception: BEGIN_LAT > END_LAT, 43.09 > 42.79, index22 
WARNING:root:Exception: BEGIN_LON > END_LON , -94.16 > -94.2, index24 
WARNING:root:Exception: BEGIN_LAT > END_LAT, 38.14 > 38.139, index36 
WARNING:root:Exception: BEGIN_LAT > END_LAT, 38.19 > 38.1875, index40 
WARNING:root:Exception: BEGIN_LON > END_LON , -83.44 > -83.4417, index40 
WARNING:root:Exception: BEGIN_LAT > END_LAT, 37.97 > 37.9695, index53 
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While generating annotations file via ingesting previously processed NEXRAD and 
GOES-16 intersections, in certain occasions, there were cases that for a specific storm event, 
there is no NEXRAD or GOES-16 images intersected to proceed to the clipping step before 
appending to the annotations. Again, those cases were documented in a log file and they 
constitute a negligible fraction out of total number of intersections. 
Clipping process. 
Some GOES-16 cases showed invalid rows or column indexes of clipping process –
meaning that attempting to use indexes in clipping original images will result in empty grid 
and subsequently raising library exceptions of inability to export image to file. Those cases 
were caused by invalid longitudes and latitudes of the storm events since part of the 
clipping process is to apply absolute and round (ceil, floor) functions on calculated indexes. 
This is because a valid image index cannot be negative and must be of type integer to be 
used for clipping the original image grid (rows and columns).  
Furthermore, clipping of the NEXRAD images were not easy to apply as compared to 
GOES-16 due to file format complexity and parsing. NEXRAD radar data are based on 
CF/Radial Data file format according to Pyart [22] library. With this approach, object will be 
represented as set of attributes upon ingesting a file. Since these objects are Doppler based 
radar objects, there is a “reflectivity” parameter where each elevation angle corresponds to 
a multi-dimensional data structure of a complete sweep. Using this data structure to clip the 
NEXRAD image resulted in damaging the schematic (distortion, and/or skewing) of the 
original image. This is because the data structure holds polar coordinates, whereas those 
values inside dictionary must be converted to Cartesian coordinates to perform proper 
clipping. Attempting to manually calculate that will not be as accurate (approximate) as 
allowing a library to perform that due to data format constraints and efficiency factors. 
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Unfortunately, PyArt library does not provide means on achieving that, and therefore, 
clipping process is not as accurate as possible. 
Global parameters 
Figure 27 shows the global parameters used to create annotations and training 
images for Detectron application. Those values were used in processing 2017 and 2018 
storm events data. Configuring those parameters with different values will result in a 
modified annotation file and a set of training images in terms of the number of records, 
input images dimensions, and quality. 
PARAMETER VALUE PURPOSE 
HORIZONTAL_SHIFT 2 Doppler radar horizontal shift 
VERTICAL_SHIFT 2 Doppler radar vertical shift 
BOUNDING_BOX_AREA_THRESHOLD 6.25E-06 Area filter threshold 
STORM_BEGIN_TIME_MIN_SHIFT 1 Storm event begin time shift in minutes 
STORM_END_TIME_MIN_SHIFT 1 Storm event end time shift in minutes 
META_DATA_END_TIME_SEC_SHIFT 310 NEXRAD Bucket end time shift in 
seconds 
GOES_MARGIN_LEFT -50 GOES-16 left margin 
GOES_MARGIN_RIGHT 50 GOES-16 right margin 
GOES_MARGIN_TOP -50 GOES-16 top margin 
GOES_MARGIN_BOTTOM 50 GOES-16 bottom margin 





Chapter 6: Conclusion 
As companies and institutions continue to collect and extract data in efforts to 
deeply study and explore global environmental phenomena such as climate change and 
storm events, many Deep Learning applications are emerging in those fields with the aid of 
high-performance computing power. Weather forecasting and storm events assessments 
are complex and complicated, which has motivated this project to seek patterns using Deep 
Learning models such, as Mask R-CNN network architecture.  
This project integrates multiple data sources to generate proper training storm 
events dataset to be ingested by Facebook Detectron software application. Data sources are 
Next-Generation NEXRAD Doppler radar objects, GOES-16 multi-channel satellite imagery 
and NCEI storm events. The first phase involves cleaning data and finding geospatial as well 
as temporal intersections across those data sources. This process is achieved by generating 
bounding boxes with specific margins to calculate whether there are intersections or not. 
The next phase consumes the generated storm events intersections and starts the clipping 
process to isolate only storm events out of the original image gird. After that, annotations 
file is prepared by following COCO dataset format which involves appending GOES-16 
training images and NEXRAD binary mask and other related parameters as previously 
discussed. Finally, this project makes use of the generated training dataset and feed it to 
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Appendix A: Model Training Console Log Output. 
haidar@geoteci:~/Desktop/fb/Detectron$ python tools/train_net.py     --skip-test --cfg 
configs/2019_baselines/mask_rcnn_v1.yaml     OUTPUT_DIR /tmp/detectron-output 
Found Detectron ops lib: /usr/local/lib/libcaffe2_detectron_ops_gpu.so 
E0225 07:42:33.576396 12325 init_intrinsics_check.cc:43] CPU feature avx is present on 
your machine, but the Caffe2 binary is not compiled with it. It means you may not get the 
full speed of your CPU. 
INFO train.py: 143: Building model: generalized_rcnn 
WARNING cnn.py:  25: [====DEPRECATE WARNING====]: you are creating an object from 
CNNModelHelper class which will be deprecated soon. Please use ModelHelper object with 
brew module. For more information, please refer to caffe2.ai and python/brew.py, 
python/brew_test.py for more information. 
WARNING memonger.py:  55: NOTE: Executing memonger to optimize gradient memory 
I0225 07:42:34.266016 12325 memonger.cc:236] Remapping 83 using 19 shared blobs. 
INFO memonger.py:  97: Memonger memory optimization took 0.0128269195557 secs 
I0225 07:42:35.003448 12325 context_gpu.cu:299] GPU 0: 153 MB 
I0225 07:42:35.003520 12325 context_gpu.cu:303] Total: 153 MB 
I0225 07:42:35.038695 12325 context_gpu.cu:299] GPU 0: 311 MB 
I0225 07:42:35.038708 12325 context_gpu.cu:303] Total: 311 MB 
INFO train.py: 191: Loading dataset: ('storms_2017_train',) 




INFO roidb.py:  49: Appending horizontally-flipped training examples... 
INFO roidb.py:  51: Loaded dataset: storms_2017_train 
INFO roidb.py: 138: Filtered 0 roidb entries: 68 -> 68 
INFO roidb.py:  68: Computing bounding-box regression targets... 
INFO roidb.py:  70: done 
INFO train.py: 196: 68 roidb entries 
INFO net.py:  60: Loading weights from: /tmp/detectron-download-
cache/ImageNetPretrained/MSRA/R-50.pkl 
INFO net.py:  96: conv1_w loaded from weights file into gpu_0/conv1_w: (64, 3, 7, 7) 
INFO net.py:  96: res_conv1_bn_s loaded from weights file into gpu_0/res_conv1_bn_s: 
(64,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res_conv1_bn_b loaded from weights file into gpu_0/res_conv1_bn_b: 
(64,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res2_0_branch2a_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res2_0_branch2a_w: (64, 64, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res2_0_branch2a_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res2_0_branch2a_bn_s: (64,) 




INFO net.py:  96: res2_0_branch2b_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res2_0_branch2b_w: (64, 64, 3, 3) 
INFO net.py:  96: res2_0_branch2b_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res2_0_branch2b_bn_s: (64,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res2_0_branch2b_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res2_0_branch2b_bn_b: (64,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res2_0_branch2c_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res2_0_branch2c_w: (256, 64, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res2_0_branch2c_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res2_0_branch2c_bn_s: (256,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res2_0_branch2c_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res2_0_branch2c_bn_b: (256,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res2_0_branch1_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res2_0_branch1_w: (256, 64, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res2_0_branch1_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res2_0_branch1_bn_s: (256,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res2_0_branch1_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res2_0_branch1_bn_b: (256,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res2_1_branch2a_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res2_1_branch2a_w: (64, 256, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res2_1_branch2a_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res2_1_branch2a_bn_s: (64,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res2_1_branch2a_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res2_1_branch2a_bn_b: (64,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res2_1_branch2b_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res2_1_branch2b_w: (64, 64, 3, 3) 
INFO net.py:  96: res2_1_branch2b_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res2_1_branch2b_bn_s: (64,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res2_1_branch2b_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res2_1_branch2b_bn_b: (64,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res2_1_branch2c_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res2_1_branch2c_w: (256, 64, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res2_1_branch2c_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res2_1_branch2c_bn_s: (256,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res2_1_branch2c_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res2_1_branch2c_bn_b: (256,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res2_2_branch2a_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res2_2_branch2a_w: (64, 256, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res2_2_branch2a_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res2_2_branch2a_bn_s: (64,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res2_2_branch2a_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res2_2_branch2a_bn_b: (64,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res2_2_branch2b_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res2_2_branch2b_w: (64, 64, 3, 3) 
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INFO net.py:  96: res2_2_branch2b_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res2_2_branch2b_bn_s: (64,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res2_2_branch2b_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res2_2_branch2b_bn_b: (64,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res2_2_branch2c_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res2_2_branch2c_w: (256, 64, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res2_2_branch2c_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res2_2_branch2c_bn_s: (256,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res2_2_branch2c_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res2_2_branch2c_bn_b: (256,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_0_branch2a_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_0_branch2a_w: (128, 256, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_0_branch2a_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_0_branch2a_bn_s: (128,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_0_branch2a_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_0_branch2a_bn_b: (128,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_0_branch2b_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_0_branch2b_w: (128, 128, 3, 3) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_0_branch2b_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_0_branch2b_bn_s: (128,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_0_branch2b_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_0_branch2b_bn_b: (128,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_0_branch2c_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_0_branch2c_w: (512, 128, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_0_branch2c_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_0_branch2c_bn_s: (512,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_0_branch2c_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_0_branch2c_bn_b: (512,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_0_branch1_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_0_branch1_w: (512, 256, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_0_branch1_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_0_branch1_bn_s: (512,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_0_branch1_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_0_branch1_bn_b: (512,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_1_branch2a_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_1_branch2a_w: (128, 512, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_1_branch2a_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_1_branch2a_bn_s: (128,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_1_branch2a_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_1_branch2a_bn_b: (128,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_1_branch2b_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_1_branch2b_w: (128, 128, 3, 3) 




INFO net.py:  96: res3_1_branch2b_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_1_branch2b_bn_b: (128,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_1_branch2c_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_1_branch2c_w: (512, 128, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_1_branch2c_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_1_branch2c_bn_s: (512,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_1_branch2c_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_1_branch2c_bn_b: (512,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_2_branch2a_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_2_branch2a_w: (128, 512, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_2_branch2a_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_2_branch2a_bn_s: (128,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_2_branch2a_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_2_branch2a_bn_b: (128,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_2_branch2b_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_2_branch2b_w: (128, 128, 3, 3) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_2_branch2b_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_2_branch2b_bn_s: (128,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_2_branch2b_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_2_branch2b_bn_b: (128,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_2_branch2c_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_2_branch2c_w: (512, 128, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_2_branch2c_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_2_branch2c_bn_s: (512,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_2_branch2c_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_2_branch2c_bn_b: (512,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_3_branch2a_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_3_branch2a_w: (128, 512, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_3_branch2a_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_3_branch2a_bn_s: (128,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_3_branch2a_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_3_branch2a_bn_b: (128,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_3_branch2b_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_3_branch2b_w: (128, 128, 3, 3) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_3_branch2b_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_3_branch2b_bn_s: (128,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_3_branch2b_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_3_branch2b_bn_b: (128,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_3_branch2c_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_3_branch2c_w: (512, 128, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res3_3_branch2c_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res3_3_branch2c_bn_s: (512,) 




INFO net.py:  96: res4_0_branch2a_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_0_branch2a_w: (256, 512, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_0_branch2a_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_0_branch2a_bn_s: (256,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_0_branch2a_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_0_branch2a_bn_b: (256,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_0_branch2b_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_0_branch2b_w: (256, 256, 3, 3) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_0_branch2b_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_0_branch2b_bn_s: (256,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_0_branch2b_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_0_branch2b_bn_b: (256,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_0_branch2c_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_0_branch2c_w: (1024, 256, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_0_branch2c_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_0_branch2c_bn_s: (1024,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_0_branch2c_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_0_branch2c_bn_b: (1024,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_0_branch1_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_0_branch1_w: (1024, 512, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_0_branch1_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_0_branch1_bn_s: (1024,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_0_branch1_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_0_branch1_bn_b: (1024,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_1_branch2a_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_1_branch2a_w: (256, 1024, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_1_branch2a_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_1_branch2a_bn_s: (256,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_1_branch2a_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_1_branch2a_bn_b: (256,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_1_branch2b_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_1_branch2b_w: (256, 256, 3, 3) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_1_branch2b_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_1_branch2b_bn_s: (256,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_1_branch2b_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_1_branch2b_bn_b: (256,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_1_branch2c_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_1_branch2c_w: (1024, 256, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_1_branch2c_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_1_branch2c_bn_s: (1024,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_1_branch2c_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_1_branch2c_bn_b: (1024,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_2_branch2a_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_2_branch2a_w: (256, 1024, 1, 1) 
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INFO net.py:  96: res4_2_branch2a_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_2_branch2a_bn_s: (256,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_2_branch2a_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_2_branch2a_bn_b: (256,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_2_branch2b_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_2_branch2b_w: (256, 256, 3, 3) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_2_branch2b_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_2_branch2b_bn_s: (256,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_2_branch2b_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_2_branch2b_bn_b: (256,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_2_branch2c_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_2_branch2c_w: (1024, 256, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_2_branch2c_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_2_branch2c_bn_s: (1024,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_2_branch2c_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_2_branch2c_bn_b: (1024,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_3_branch2a_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_3_branch2a_w: (256, 1024, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_3_branch2a_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_3_branch2a_bn_s: (256,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_3_branch2a_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_3_branch2a_bn_b: (256,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_3_branch2b_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_3_branch2b_w: (256, 256, 3, 3) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_3_branch2b_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_3_branch2b_bn_s: (256,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_3_branch2b_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_3_branch2b_bn_b: (256,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_3_branch2c_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_3_branch2c_w: (1024, 256, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_3_branch2c_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_3_branch2c_bn_s: (1024,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_3_branch2c_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_3_branch2c_bn_b: (1024,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_4_branch2a_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_4_branch2a_w: (256, 1024, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_4_branch2a_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_4_branch2a_bn_s: (256,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_4_branch2a_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_4_branch2a_bn_b: (256,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_4_branch2b_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_4_branch2b_w: (256, 256, 3, 3) 




INFO net.py:  96: res4_4_branch2b_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_4_branch2b_bn_b: (256,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_4_branch2c_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_4_branch2c_w: (1024, 256, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_4_branch2c_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_4_branch2c_bn_s: (1024,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_4_branch2c_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_4_branch2c_bn_b: (1024,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_5_branch2a_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_5_branch2a_w: (256, 1024, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_5_branch2a_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_5_branch2a_bn_s: (256,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_5_branch2a_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_5_branch2a_bn_b: (256,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_5_branch2b_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_5_branch2b_w: (256, 256, 3, 3) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_5_branch2b_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_5_branch2b_bn_s: (256,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_5_branch2b_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_5_branch2b_bn_b: (256,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_5_branch2c_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_5_branch2c_w: (1024, 256, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_5_branch2c_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_5_branch2c_bn_s: (1024,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res4_5_branch2c_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res4_5_branch2c_bn_b: (1024,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res5_0_branch2a_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res5_0_branch2a_w: (512, 1024, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res5_0_branch2a_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res5_0_branch2a_bn_s: (512,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res5_0_branch2a_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res5_0_branch2a_bn_b: (512,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res5_0_branch2b_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res5_0_branch2b_w: (512, 512, 3, 3) 
INFO net.py:  96: res5_0_branch2b_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res5_0_branch2b_bn_s: (512,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res5_0_branch2b_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res5_0_branch2b_bn_b: (512,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res5_0_branch2c_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res5_0_branch2c_w: (2048, 512, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res5_0_branch2c_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res5_0_branch2c_bn_s: (2048,) 




INFO net.py:  96: res5_0_branch1_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res5_0_branch1_w: (2048, 1024, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res5_0_branch1_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res5_0_branch1_bn_s: (2048,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res5_0_branch1_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res5_0_branch1_bn_b: (2048,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res5_1_branch2a_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res5_1_branch2a_w: (512, 2048, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res5_1_branch2a_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res5_1_branch2a_bn_s: (512,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res5_1_branch2a_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res5_1_branch2a_bn_b: (512,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res5_1_branch2b_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res5_1_branch2b_w: (512, 512, 3, 3) 
INFO net.py:  96: res5_1_branch2b_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res5_1_branch2b_bn_s: (512,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res5_1_branch2b_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res5_1_branch2b_bn_b: (512,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res5_1_branch2c_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res5_1_branch2c_w: (2048, 512, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res5_1_branch2c_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res5_1_branch2c_bn_s: (2048,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res5_1_branch2c_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res5_1_branch2c_bn_b: (2048,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res5_2_branch2a_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res5_2_branch2a_w: (512, 2048, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res5_2_branch2a_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res5_2_branch2a_bn_s: (512,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res5_2_branch2a_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res5_2_branch2a_bn_b: (512,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res5_2_branch2b_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res5_2_branch2b_w: (512, 512, 3, 3) 
INFO net.py:  96: res5_2_branch2b_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res5_2_branch2b_bn_s: (512,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res5_2_branch2b_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res5_2_branch2b_bn_b: (512,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res5_2_branch2c_w loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res5_2_branch2c_w: (2048, 512, 1, 1) 
INFO net.py:  96: res5_2_branch2c_bn_s loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res5_2_branch2c_bn_s: (2048,) 
INFO net.py:  96: res5_2_branch2c_bn_b loaded from weights file into 
gpu_0/res5_2_branch2c_bn_b: (2048,) 
INFO net.py:  89: fpn_inner_res5_2_sum_w not found 
INFO net.py:  89: fpn_inner_res5_2_sum_b not found 
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INFO net.py:  89: fpn_inner_res4_5_sum_lateral_w not found 
INFO net.py:  89: fpn_inner_res4_5_sum_lateral_b not found 
INFO net.py:  89: fpn_inner_res3_3_sum_lateral_w not found 
INFO net.py:  89: fpn_inner_res3_3_sum_lateral_b not found 
INFO net.py:  89: fpn_inner_res2_2_sum_lateral_w not found 
INFO net.py:  89: fpn_inner_res2_2_sum_lateral_b not found 
INFO net.py:  89: fpn_res5_2_sum_w not found 
INFO net.py:  89: fpn_res5_2_sum_b not found 
INFO net.py:  89: fpn_res4_5_sum_w not found 
INFO net.py:  89: fpn_res4_5_sum_b not found 
INFO net.py:  89: fpn_res3_3_sum_w not found 
INFO net.py:  89: fpn_res3_3_sum_b not found 
INFO net.py:  89: fpn_res2_2_sum_w not found 
INFO net.py:  89: fpn_res2_2_sum_b not found 
INFO net.py:  89: conv_rpn_fpn2_w not found 
INFO net.py:  89: conv_rpn_fpn2_b not found 
INFO net.py:  89: rpn_cls_logits_fpn2_w not found 
INFO net.py:  89: rpn_cls_logits_fpn2_b not found 
INFO net.py:  89: rpn_bbox_pred_fpn2_w not found 
INFO net.py:  89: rpn_bbox_pred_fpn2_b not found 
INFO net.py:  89: fc6_w not found 
INFO net.py:  89: fc6_b not found 
INFO net.py:  89: fc7_w not found 
INFO net.py:  89: fc7_b not found 
INFO net.py:  89: cls_score_w not found 
INFO net.py:  89: cls_score_b not found 
INFO net.py:  89: bbox_pred_w not found 
INFO net.py:  89: bbox_pred_b not found 
INFO net.py: 133: res2_1_branch2c_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res3_1_branch2b_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res4_2_branch2c_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res4_0_branch2c_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res2_2_branch2a_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res3_3_branch2a_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res5_1_branch2b_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res3_3_branch2c_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res4_4_branch2b_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res4_5_branch2b_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: conv1_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: fc1000_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: fc1000_w preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res3_2_branch2c_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res3_2_branch2a_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res2_0_branch1_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
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INFO net.py: 133: res4_2_branch2a_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res2_1_branch2b_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res5_0_branch2b_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res4_5_branch2a_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res4_1_branch2b_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res4_3_branch2b_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res4_0_branch2b_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res4_2_branch2b_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res2_0_branch2c_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res4_0_branch1_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res2_2_branch2c_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res3_2_branch2b_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res3_0_branch1_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res3_1_branch2c_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res2_0_branch2b_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res2_1_branch2a_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res4_1_branch2c_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res4_0_branch2a_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res4_1_branch2a_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res2_2_branch2b_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res5_2_branch2b_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res4_5_branch2c_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res3_0_branch2b_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res3_1_branch2a_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res5_1_branch2a_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res5_1_branch2c_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res4_4_branch2a_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res5_2_branch2c_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res3_3_branch2b_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res4_4_branch2c_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res4_3_branch2a_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res5_0_branch2c_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res5_2_branch2a_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res5_0_branch2a_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res3_0_branch2a_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res5_0_branch1_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res3_0_branch2c_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res2_0_branch2a_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
INFO net.py: 133: res4_3_branch2c_b preserved in workspace (unused) 
I0225 07:42:38.238293 12325 operator.cc:191] Engine CUDNN is not available for operator 
MaxPool. 




I0225 07:42:38.248457 12325 operator.cc:191] Engine CUDNN is not available for operator 
MaxPoolGradient. 
I0225 07:42:38.256294 12325 net_dag_utils.cc:102] Operator graph pruning prior to chain 
compute took: 0.000375634 secs 
INFO train.py: 179: Outputs saved to: /tmp/detectron-
output/train/storms_2017_train/generalized_rcnn 
INFO loader.py: 230: Pre-filling mini-batch queue... 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [0/64] 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [1/64] 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [2/64] 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [3/64] 
I0225 07:42:39.155772 12366 context_gpu.cu:299] GPU 0: 461 MB 
I0225 07:42:39.155817 12366 context_gpu.cu:303] Total: 461 MB 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [3/64] 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [3/64] 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [5/64] 
I0225 07:42:40.457263 12366 context_gpu.cu:299] GPU 0: 591 MB 
I0225 07:42:40.457306 12366 context_gpu.cu:303] Total: 591 MB 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [5/64] 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [7/64] 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [9/64] 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [12/64] 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [12/64] 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [15/64] 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [16/64] 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [19/64] 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [20/64] 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [24/64] 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [29/64] 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [31/64] 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [32/64] 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [37/64] 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [38/64] 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [39/64] 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [41/64] 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [44/64] 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [46/64] 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [47/64] 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [50/64] 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [50/64] 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [52/64] 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [53/64] 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [54/64] 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [59/64] 
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INFO loader.py: 235:   [60/64] 
INFO loader.py: 235:   [61/64] 
INFO detector.py: 479: Changing learning rate 0.000000 -> 0.000833 at iter 0 
I0225 07:42:48.752683 12325 net_async_base.cc:435] Using specified CPU pool size: 4; 
NUMA node id: -1 
I0225 07:42:48.752730 12325 net_async_base.cc:440] Created new CPU pool, size: 4; 
NUMA node id: -1 
I0225 07:42:49.571637 12382 context_gpu.cu:299] GPU 0: 730 MB 
I0225 07:42:49.571678 12382 context_gpu.cu:303] Total: 730 MB 
I0225 07:42:49.577260 12385 context_gpu.cu:299] GPU 0: 888 MB 
I0225 07:42:49.577276 12385 context_gpu.cu:303] Total: 888 MB 
I0225 07:42:49.580909 12385 context_gpu.cu:299] GPU 0: 1035 MB 
I0225 07:42:49.580921 12385 context_gpu.cu:303] Total: 1035 MB 
I0225 07:42:49.582450 12385 context_gpu.cu:299] GPU 0: 1182 MB 
I0225 07:42:49.582463 12385 context_gpu.cu:303] Total: 1182 MB 
I0225 07:42:49.594038 12384 context_gpu.cu:299] GPU 0: 1320 MB 
I0225 07:42:49.594053 12384 context_gpu.cu:303] Total: 1320 MB 
I0225 07:42:49.597919 12384 context_gpu.cu:299] GPU 0: 1456 MB 
I0225 07:42:49.597932 12384 context_gpu.cu:303] Total: 1456 MB 
I0225 07:42:49.608112 12384 context_gpu.cu:299] GPU 0: 1587 MB 
I0225 07:42:49.608126 12384 context_gpu.cu:303] Total: 1587 MB 
I0225 07:42:49.618273 12384 context_gpu.cu:299] GPU 0: 1732 MB 
I0225 07:42:49.618288 12384 context_gpu.cu:303] Total: 1732 MB 
I0225 07:42:49.813201 12385 context_gpu.cu:299] GPU 0: 1866 MB 
I0225 07:42:49.813238 12385 context_gpu.cu:303] Total: 1866 MB 
I0225 07:42:49.817436 12385 context_gpu.cu:299] GPU 0: 2004 MB 
I0225 07:42:49.817448 12385 context_gpu.cu:303] Total: 2004 MB 
I0225 07:42:49.846452 12385 context_gpu.cu:299] GPU 0: 2147 MB 
I0225 07:42:49.846472 12385 context_gpu.cu:303] Total: 2147 MB 
I0225 07:42:49.879459 12385 context_gpu.cu:299] GPU 0: 2276 MB 
I0225 07:42:49.879477 12385 context_gpu.cu:303] Total: 2276 MB 
I0225 07:42:49.899087 12383 context_gpu.cu:299] GPU 0: 2414 MB 
I0225 07:42:49.899101 12383 context_gpu.cu:303] Total: 2414 MB 
I0225 07:42:49.954629 12383 context_gpu.cu:299] GPU 0: 2543 MB 
I0225 07:42:49.954643 12383 context_gpu.cu:303] Total: 2543 MB 
I0225 07:42:49.993407 12384 context_gpu.cu:299] GPU 0: 2681 MB 
I0225 07:42:49.993418 12384 context_gpu.cu:303] Total: 2681 MB 
I0225 07:42:50.016127 12382 context_gpu.cu:299] GPU 0: 2817 MB 
I0225 07:42:50.016140 12382 context_gpu.cu:303] Total: 2817 MB 
INFO net.py: 213: Printing model: generalized_rcnn 
INFO net.py: 250: data                        : (2, 3, 512, 672)     => conv1                       : (2, 64, 256, 
336)    ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: conv1                       : (2, 64, 256, 336)    => conv1                       : (2, 64, 256, 
336)    ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
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INFO net.py: 250: conv1                       : (2, 64, 256, 336)    => conv1                       : (2, 64, 256, 
336)    ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: conv1                       : (2, 64, 256, 336)    => pool1                       : (2, 64, 128, 
168)    ------- (op: MaxPool) 
INFO net.py: 250: pool1                       : (2, 64, 128, 168)    => res2_0_branch2a             : (2, 64, 
128, 168)    ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_0_branch2a             : (2, 64, 128, 168)    => res2_0_branch2a             : 
(2, 64, 128, 168)    ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_0_branch2a             : (2, 64, 128, 168)    => res2_0_branch2a             : 
(2, 64, 128, 168)    ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_0_branch2a             : (2, 64, 128, 168)    => res2_0_branch2b             : 
(2, 64, 128, 168)    ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_0_branch2b             : (2, 64, 128, 168)    => res2_0_branch2b             : 
(2, 64, 128, 168)    ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_0_branch2b             : (2, 64, 128, 168)    => res2_0_branch2b             : 
(2, 64, 128, 168)    ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_0_branch2b             : (2, 64, 128, 168)    => res2_0_branch2c             : 
(2, 256, 128, 168)   ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_0_branch2c             : (2, 256, 128, 168)   => res2_0_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 256, 128, 168)   ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: pool1                       : (2, 64, 128, 168)    => res2_0_branch1              : (2, 256, 
128, 168)   ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_0_branch1              : (2, 256, 128, 168)   => res2_0_branch1_bn           : 
(2, 256, 128, 168)   ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_0_branch2c_bn          : (2, 256, 128, 168)   => res2_0_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 256, 128, 168)   ------- (op: Sum) 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_0_branch1_bn           : (2, 256, 128, 168)   => res2_0_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 256, 128, 168)   ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_0_branch2c_bn          : (2, 256, 128, 168)   => res2_0_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 256, 128, 168)   ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_0_branch2c_bn          : (2, 256, 128, 168)   => res2_1_branch2a             
: (2, 64, 128, 168)    ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_1_branch2a             : (2, 64, 128, 168)    => res2_1_branch2a             : 
(2, 64, 128, 168)    ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_1_branch2a             : (2, 64, 128, 168)    => res2_1_branch2a             : 
(2, 64, 128, 168)    ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_1_branch2a             : (2, 64, 128, 168)    => res2_1_branch2b             : 
(2, 64, 128, 168)    ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_1_branch2b             : (2, 64, 128, 168)    => res2_1_branch2b             : 
(2, 64, 128, 168)    ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_1_branch2b             : (2, 64, 128, 168)    => res2_1_branch2b             : 
(2, 64, 128, 168)    ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_1_branch2b             : (2, 64, 128, 168)    => res2_1_branch2c             : 
(2, 256, 128, 168)   ------- (op: Conv) 
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INFO net.py: 250: res2_1_branch2c             : (2, 256, 128, 168)   => res2_1_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 256, 128, 168)   ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_1_branch2c_bn          : (2, 256, 128, 168)   => res2_1_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 256, 128, 168)   ------- (op: Sum) 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_0_branch2c_bn          : (2, 256, 128, 168)   => res2_1_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 256, 128, 168)   ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_1_branch2c_bn          : (2, 256, 128, 168)   => res2_1_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 256, 128, 168)   ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_1_branch2c_bn          : (2, 256, 128, 168)   => res2_2_branch2a             
: (2, 64, 128, 168)    ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_2_branch2a             : (2, 64, 128, 168)    => res2_2_branch2a             : 
(2, 64, 128, 168)    ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_2_branch2a             : (2, 64, 128, 168)    => res2_2_branch2a             : 
(2, 64, 128, 168)    ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_2_branch2a             : (2, 64, 128, 168)    => res2_2_branch2b             : 
(2, 64, 128, 168)    ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_2_branch2b             : (2, 64, 128, 168)    => res2_2_branch2b             : 
(2, 64, 128, 168)    ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_2_branch2b             : (2, 64, 128, 168)    => res2_2_branch2b             : 
(2, 64, 128, 168)    ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_2_branch2b             : (2, 64, 128, 168)    => res2_2_branch2c             : 
(2, 256, 128, 168)   ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_2_branch2c             : (2, 256, 128, 168)   => res2_2_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 256, 128, 168)   ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_2_branch2c_bn          : (2, 256, 128, 168)   => res2_2_sum                  : 
(2, 256, 128, 168)   ------- (op: Sum) 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_1_branch2c_bn          : (2, 256, 128, 168)   => res2_2_sum                  : 
(2, 256, 128, 168)   ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_2_sum                  : (2, 256, 128, 168)   => res2_2_sum                  : (2, 
256, 128, 168)   ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_2_sum                  : (2, 256, 128, 168)   => res2_2_sum                  : (2, 
256, 128, 168)   ------- (op: StopGradient) 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_2_sum                  : (2, 256, 128, 168)   => res3_0_branch2a             : (2, 
128, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_0_branch2a             : (2, 128, 64, 84)     => res3_0_branch2a             : 
(2, 128, 64, 84)     ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_0_branch2a             : (2, 128, 64, 84)     => res3_0_branch2a             : 
(2, 128, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_0_branch2a             : (2, 128, 64, 84)     => res3_0_branch2b             : 
(2, 128, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_0_branch2b             : (2, 128, 64, 84)     => res3_0_branch2b             : 
(2, 128, 64, 84)     ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_0_branch2b             : (2, 128, 64, 84)     => res3_0_branch2b             : 
(2, 128, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Relu) 
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INFO net.py: 250: res3_0_branch2b             : (2, 128, 64, 84)     => res3_0_branch2c             : 
(2, 512, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_0_branch2c             : (2, 512, 64, 84)     => res3_0_branch2c_bn          : 
(2, 512, 64, 84)     ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_2_sum                  : (2, 256, 128, 168)   => res3_0_branch1              : (2, 
512, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_0_branch1              : (2, 512, 64, 84)     => res3_0_branch1_bn           : 
(2, 512, 64, 84)     ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_0_branch2c_bn          : (2, 512, 64, 84)     => res3_0_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 512, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Sum) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_0_branch1_bn           : (2, 512, 64, 84)     => res3_0_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 512, 64, 84)     ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_0_branch2c_bn          : (2, 512, 64, 84)     => res3_0_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 512, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_0_branch2c_bn          : (2, 512, 64, 84)     => res3_1_branch2a             : 
(2, 128, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_1_branch2a             : (2, 128, 64, 84)     => res3_1_branch2a             : 
(2, 128, 64, 84)     ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_1_branch2a             : (2, 128, 64, 84)     => res3_1_branch2a             : 
(2, 128, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_1_branch2a             : (2, 128, 64, 84)     => res3_1_branch2b             : 
(2, 128, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_1_branch2b             : (2, 128, 64, 84)     => res3_1_branch2b             : 
(2, 128, 64, 84)     ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_1_branch2b             : (2, 128, 64, 84)     => res3_1_branch2b             : 
(2, 128, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_1_branch2b             : (2, 128, 64, 84)     => res3_1_branch2c             : 
(2, 512, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_1_branch2c             : (2, 512, 64, 84)     => res3_1_branch2c_bn          : 
(2, 512, 64, 84)     ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_1_branch2c_bn          : (2, 512, 64, 84)     => res3_1_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 512, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Sum) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_0_branch2c_bn          : (2, 512, 64, 84)     => res3_1_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 512, 64, 84)     ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_1_branch2c_bn          : (2, 512, 64, 84)     => res3_1_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 512, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_1_branch2c_bn          : (2, 512, 64, 84)     => res3_2_branch2a             : 
(2, 128, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_2_branch2a             : (2, 128, 64, 84)     => res3_2_branch2a             : 
(2, 128, 64, 84)     ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_2_branch2a             : (2, 128, 64, 84)     => res3_2_branch2a             : 
(2, 128, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_2_branch2a             : (2, 128, 64, 84)     => res3_2_branch2b             : 
(2, 128, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Conv) 
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INFO net.py: 250: res3_2_branch2b             : (2, 128, 64, 84)     => res3_2_branch2b             : 
(2, 128, 64, 84)     ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_2_branch2b             : (2, 128, 64, 84)     => res3_2_branch2b             : 
(2, 128, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_2_branch2b             : (2, 128, 64, 84)     => res3_2_branch2c             : 
(2, 512, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_2_branch2c             : (2, 512, 64, 84)     => res3_2_branch2c_bn          : 
(2, 512, 64, 84)     ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_2_branch2c_bn          : (2, 512, 64, 84)     => res3_2_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 512, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Sum) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_1_branch2c_bn          : (2, 512, 64, 84)     => res3_2_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 512, 64, 84)     ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_2_branch2c_bn          : (2, 512, 64, 84)     => res3_2_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 512, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_2_branch2c_bn          : (2, 512, 64, 84)     => res3_3_branch2a             : 
(2, 128, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_3_branch2a             : (2, 128, 64, 84)     => res3_3_branch2a             : 
(2, 128, 64, 84)     ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_3_branch2a             : (2, 128, 64, 84)     => res3_3_branch2a             : 
(2, 128, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_3_branch2a             : (2, 128, 64, 84)     => res3_3_branch2b             : 
(2, 128, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_3_branch2b             : (2, 128, 64, 84)     => res3_3_branch2b             : 
(2, 128, 64, 84)     ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_3_branch2b             : (2, 128, 64, 84)     => res3_3_branch2b             : 
(2, 128, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_3_branch2b             : (2, 128, 64, 84)     => res3_3_branch2c             : 
(2, 512, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_3_branch2c             : (2, 512, 64, 84)     => res3_3_branch2c_bn          : 
(2, 512, 64, 84)     ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_3_branch2c_bn          : (2, 512, 64, 84)     => res3_3_sum                  : 
(2, 512, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Sum) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_2_branch2c_bn          : (2, 512, 64, 84)     => res3_3_sum                  : 
(2, 512, 64, 84)     ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_3_sum                  : (2, 512, 64, 84)     => res3_3_sum                  : (2, 
512, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_3_sum                  : (2, 512, 64, 84)     => res4_0_branch2a             : (2, 
256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_0_branch2a             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_0_branch2a             : 
(2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_0_branch2a             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_0_branch2a             : 
(2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_0_branch2a             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_0_branch2b             : 
(2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: Conv) 
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INFO net.py: 250: res4_0_branch2b             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_0_branch2b             : 
(2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_0_branch2b             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_0_branch2b             : 
(2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_0_branch2b             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_0_branch2c             : 
(2, 1024, 32, 42)    ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_0_branch2c             : (2, 1024, 32, 42)    => res4_0_branch2c_bn          : 
(2, 1024, 32, 42)    ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_3_sum                  : (2, 512, 64, 84)     => res4_0_branch1              : (2, 
1024, 32, 42)    ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_0_branch1              : (2, 1024, 32, 42)    => res4_0_branch1_bn           : 
(2, 1024, 32, 42)    ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_0_branch2c_bn          : (2, 1024, 32, 42)    => res4_0_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 1024, 32, 42)    ------- (op: Sum) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_0_branch1_bn           : (2, 1024, 32, 42)    => res4_0_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 1024, 32, 42)    ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_0_branch2c_bn          : (2, 1024, 32, 42)    => res4_0_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 1024, 32, 42)    ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_0_branch2c_bn          : (2, 1024, 32, 42)    => res4_1_branch2a             
: (2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_1_branch2a             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_1_branch2a             : 
(2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_1_branch2a             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_1_branch2a             : 
(2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_1_branch2a             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_1_branch2b             : 
(2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_1_branch2b             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_1_branch2b             : 
(2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_1_branch2b             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_1_branch2b             : 
(2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_1_branch2b             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_1_branch2c             : 
(2, 1024, 32, 42)    ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_1_branch2c             : (2, 1024, 32, 42)    => res4_1_branch2c_bn          : 
(2, 1024, 32, 42)    ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_1_branch2c_bn          : (2, 1024, 32, 42)    => res4_1_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 1024, 32, 42)    ------- (op: Sum) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_0_branch2c_bn          : (2, 1024, 32, 42)    => res4_1_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 1024, 32, 42)    ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_1_branch2c_bn          : (2, 1024, 32, 42)    => res4_1_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 1024, 32, 42)    ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_1_branch2c_bn          : (2, 1024, 32, 42)    => res4_2_branch2a             
: (2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_2_branch2a             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_2_branch2a             : 
(2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
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INFO net.py: 250: res4_2_branch2a             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_2_branch2a             : 
(2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_2_branch2a             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_2_branch2b             : 
(2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_2_branch2b             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_2_branch2b             : 
(2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_2_branch2b             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_2_branch2b             : 
(2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_2_branch2b             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_2_branch2c             : 
(2, 1024, 32, 42)    ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_2_branch2c             : (2, 1024, 32, 42)    => res4_2_branch2c_bn          : 
(2, 1024, 32, 42)    ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_2_branch2c_bn          : (2, 1024, 32, 42)    => res4_2_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 1024, 32, 42)    ------- (op: Sum) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_1_branch2c_bn          : (2, 1024, 32, 42)    => res4_2_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 1024, 32, 42)    ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_2_branch2c_bn          : (2, 1024, 32, 42)    => res4_2_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 1024, 32, 42)    ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_2_branch2c_bn          : (2, 1024, 32, 42)    => res4_3_branch2a             
: (2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_3_branch2a             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_3_branch2a             : 
(2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_3_branch2a             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_3_branch2a             : 
(2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_3_branch2a             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_3_branch2b             : 
(2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_3_branch2b             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_3_branch2b             : 
(2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_3_branch2b             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_3_branch2b             : 
(2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_3_branch2b             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_3_branch2c             : 
(2, 1024, 32, 42)    ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_3_branch2c             : (2, 1024, 32, 42)    => res4_3_branch2c_bn          : 
(2, 1024, 32, 42)    ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_3_branch2c_bn          : (2, 1024, 32, 42)    => res4_3_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 1024, 32, 42)    ------- (op: Sum) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_2_branch2c_bn          : (2, 1024, 32, 42)    => res4_3_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 1024, 32, 42)    ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_3_branch2c_bn          : (2, 1024, 32, 42)    => res4_3_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 1024, 32, 42)    ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_3_branch2c_bn          : (2, 1024, 32, 42)    => res4_4_branch2a             
: (2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_4_branch2a             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_4_branch2a             : 
(2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
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INFO net.py: 250: res4_4_branch2a             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_4_branch2a             : 
(2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_4_branch2a             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_4_branch2b             : 
(2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_4_branch2b             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_4_branch2b             : 
(2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_4_branch2b             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_4_branch2b             : 
(2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_4_branch2b             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_4_branch2c             : 
(2, 1024, 32, 42)    ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_4_branch2c             : (2, 1024, 32, 42)    => res4_4_branch2c_bn          : 
(2, 1024, 32, 42)    ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_4_branch2c_bn          : (2, 1024, 32, 42)    => res4_4_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 1024, 32, 42)    ------- (op: Sum) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_3_branch2c_bn          : (2, 1024, 32, 42)    => res4_4_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 1024, 32, 42)    ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_4_branch2c_bn          : (2, 1024, 32, 42)    => res4_4_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 1024, 32, 42)    ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_4_branch2c_bn          : (2, 1024, 32, 42)    => res4_5_branch2a             
: (2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_5_branch2a             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_5_branch2a             : 
(2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_5_branch2a             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_5_branch2a             : 
(2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_5_branch2a             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_5_branch2b             : 
(2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_5_branch2b             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_5_branch2b             : 
(2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_5_branch2b             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_5_branch2b             : 
(2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_5_branch2b             : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => res4_5_branch2c             : 
(2, 1024, 32, 42)    ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_5_branch2c             : (2, 1024, 32, 42)    => res4_5_branch2c_bn          : 
(2, 1024, 32, 42)    ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_5_branch2c_bn          : (2, 1024, 32, 42)    => res4_5_sum                  : 
(2, 1024, 32, 42)    ------- (op: Sum) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_4_branch2c_bn          : (2, 1024, 32, 42)    => res4_5_sum                  : 
(2, 1024, 32, 42)    ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_5_sum                  : (2, 1024, 32, 42)    => res4_5_sum                  : (2, 
1024, 32, 42)    ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_5_sum                  : (2, 1024, 32, 42)    => res5_0_branch2a             : (2, 
512, 16, 21)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res5_0_branch2a             : (2, 512, 16, 21)     => res5_0_branch2a             : 
(2, 512, 16, 21)     ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
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INFO net.py: 250: res5_0_branch2a             : (2, 512, 16, 21)     => res5_0_branch2a             : 
(2, 512, 16, 21)     ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res5_0_branch2a             : (2, 512, 16, 21)     => res5_0_branch2b             : 
(2, 512, 16, 21)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res5_0_branch2b             : (2, 512, 16, 21)     => res5_0_branch2b             : 
(2, 512, 16, 21)     ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res5_0_branch2b             : (2, 512, 16, 21)     => res5_0_branch2b             : 
(2, 512, 16, 21)     ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res5_0_branch2b             : (2, 512, 16, 21)     => res5_0_branch2c             : 
(2, 2048, 16, 21)    ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res5_0_branch2c             : (2, 2048, 16, 21)    => res5_0_branch2c_bn          : 
(2, 2048, 16, 21)    ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_5_sum                  : (2, 1024, 32, 42)    => res5_0_branch1              : (2, 
2048, 16, 21)    ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res5_0_branch1              : (2, 2048, 16, 21)    => res5_0_branch1_bn           : 
(2, 2048, 16, 21)    ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res5_0_branch2c_bn          : (2, 2048, 16, 21)    => res5_0_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 2048, 16, 21)    ------- (op: Sum) 
INFO net.py: 250: res5_0_branch1_bn           : (2, 2048, 16, 21)    => res5_0_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 2048, 16, 21)    ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: res5_0_branch2c_bn          : (2, 2048, 16, 21)    => res5_0_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 2048, 16, 21)    ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res5_0_branch2c_bn          : (2, 2048, 16, 21)    => res5_1_branch2a             
: (2, 512, 16, 21)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res5_1_branch2a             : (2, 512, 16, 21)     => res5_1_branch2a             : 
(2, 512, 16, 21)     ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res5_1_branch2a             : (2, 512, 16, 21)     => res5_1_branch2a             : 
(2, 512, 16, 21)     ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res5_1_branch2a             : (2, 512, 16, 21)     => res5_1_branch2b             : 
(2, 512, 16, 21)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res5_1_branch2b             : (2, 512, 16, 21)     => res5_1_branch2b             : 
(2, 512, 16, 21)     ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res5_1_branch2b             : (2, 512, 16, 21)     => res5_1_branch2b             : 
(2, 512, 16, 21)     ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res5_1_branch2b             : (2, 512, 16, 21)     => res5_1_branch2c             : 
(2, 2048, 16, 21)    ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res5_1_branch2c             : (2, 2048, 16, 21)    => res5_1_branch2c_bn          : 
(2, 2048, 16, 21)    ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res5_1_branch2c_bn          : (2, 2048, 16, 21)    => res5_1_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 2048, 16, 21)    ------- (op: Sum) 
INFO net.py: 250: res5_0_branch2c_bn          : (2, 2048, 16, 21)    => res5_1_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 2048, 16, 21)    ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: res5_1_branch2c_bn          : (2, 2048, 16, 21)    => res5_1_branch2c_bn          
: (2, 2048, 16, 21)    ------- (op: Relu) 
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INFO net.py: 250: res5_1_branch2c_bn          : (2, 2048, 16, 21)    => res5_2_branch2a             
: (2, 512, 16, 21)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res5_2_branch2a             : (2, 512, 16, 21)     => res5_2_branch2a             : 
(2, 512, 16, 21)     ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res5_2_branch2a             : (2, 512, 16, 21)     => res5_2_branch2a             : 
(2, 512, 16, 21)     ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res5_2_branch2a             : (2, 512, 16, 21)     => res5_2_branch2b             : 
(2, 512, 16, 21)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res5_2_branch2b             : (2, 512, 16, 21)     => res5_2_branch2b             : 
(2, 512, 16, 21)     ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res5_2_branch2b             : (2, 512, 16, 21)     => res5_2_branch2b             : 
(2, 512, 16, 21)     ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res5_2_branch2b             : (2, 512, 16, 21)     => res5_2_branch2c             : 
(2, 2048, 16, 21)    ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res5_2_branch2c             : (2, 2048, 16, 21)    => res5_2_branch2c_bn          : 
(2, 2048, 16, 21)    ------- (op: AffineChannel) 
INFO net.py: 250: res5_2_branch2c_bn          : (2, 2048, 16, 21)    => res5_2_sum                  : 
(2, 2048, 16, 21)    ------- (op: Sum) 
INFO net.py: 250: res5_1_branch2c_bn          : (2, 2048, 16, 21)    => res5_2_sum                  : 
(2, 2048, 16, 21)    ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: res5_2_sum                  : (2, 2048, 16, 21)    => res5_2_sum                  : (2, 
2048, 16, 21)    ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: res5_2_sum                  : (2, 2048, 16, 21)    => fpn_inner_res5_2_sum        : 
(2, 256, 16, 21)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: res4_5_sum                  : (2, 1024, 32, 42)    => 
fpn_inner_res4_5_sum_lateral: (2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: fpn_inner_res5_2_sum        : (2, 256, 16, 21)     => 
fpn_inner_res4_5_sum_topdown: (2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: UpsampleNearest) 
INFO net.py: 250: fpn_inner_res4_5_sum_lateral: (2, 256, 32, 42)     => 
fpn_inner_res4_5_sum        : (2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: Sum) 
INFO net.py: 250: fpn_inner_res4_5_sum_topdown: (2, 256, 32, 42)     => 
fpn_inner_res4_5_sum        : (2, 256, 32, 42)     ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: res3_3_sum                  : (2, 512, 64, 84)     => 
fpn_inner_res3_3_sum_lateral: (2, 256, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: fpn_inner_res4_5_sum        : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => 
fpn_inner_res3_3_sum_topdown: (2, 256, 64, 84)     ------- (op: UpsampleNearest) 
INFO net.py: 250: fpn_inner_res3_3_sum_lateral: (2, 256, 64, 84)     => 
fpn_inner_res3_3_sum        : (2, 256, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Sum) 
INFO net.py: 250: fpn_inner_res3_3_sum_topdown: (2, 256, 64, 84)     => 
fpn_inner_res3_3_sum        : (2, 256, 64, 84)     ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: res2_2_sum                  : (2, 256, 128, 168)   => 
fpn_inner_res2_2_sum_lateral: (2, 256, 128, 168)   ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: fpn_inner_res3_3_sum        : (2, 256, 64, 84)     => 
fpn_inner_res2_2_sum_topdown: (2, 256, 128, 168)   ------- (op: UpsampleNearest) 
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INFO net.py: 250: fpn_inner_res2_2_sum_lateral: (2, 256, 128, 168)   => 
fpn_inner_res2_2_sum        : (2, 256, 128, 168)   ------- (op: Sum) 
INFO net.py: 250: fpn_inner_res2_2_sum_topdown: (2, 256, 128, 168)   => 
fpn_inner_res2_2_sum        : (2, 256, 128, 168)   ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: fpn_inner_res5_2_sum        : (2, 256, 16, 21)     => fpn_res5_2_sum              
: (2, 256, 16, 21)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: fpn_inner_res4_5_sum        : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => fpn_res4_5_sum              
: (2, 256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: fpn_inner_res3_3_sum        : (2, 256, 64, 84)     => fpn_res3_3_sum              
: (2, 256, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: fpn_inner_res2_2_sum        : (2, 256, 128, 168)   => fpn_res2_2_sum              
: (2, 256, 128, 168)   ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: fpn_res5_2_sum              : (2, 256, 16, 21)     => 
fpn_res5_2_sum_subsampled_2x: (2, 256, 8, 11)      ------- (op: MaxPool) 
INFO net.py: 250: fpn_res2_2_sum              : (2, 256, 128, 168)   => conv_rpn_fpn2               : 
(2, 256, 128, 168)   ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: conv_rpn_fpn2               : (2, 256, 128, 168)   => conv_rpn_fpn2               : (2, 
256, 128, 168)   ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: conv_rpn_fpn2               : (2, 256, 128, 168)   => rpn_cls_logits_fpn2         : 
(2, 3, 128, 168)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: conv_rpn_fpn2               : (2, 256, 128, 168)   => rpn_bbox_pred_fpn2          : 
(2, 12, 128, 168)    ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_cls_logits_fpn2         : (2, 3, 128, 168)     => rpn_cls_probs_fpn2          : 
(2, 3, 128, 168)     ------- (op: Sigmoid) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_cls_probs_fpn2          : (2, 3, 128, 168)     => rpn_rois_fpn2               : 
(75, 5)              ------- (op: 
Python:GenerateProposalsOp:gpu_0/rpn_cls_probs_fpn2,gpu_0/rpn_bbox_pred_fpn2,im_i
nfo) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_pred_fpn2          : (2, 12, 128, 168)    => rpn_rois_fpn2               : 
(75, 5)              ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: im_info                     : (2, 3)               => rpn_rois_fpn2               : (75, 5)              
------| 
INFO net.py: 250: fpn_res3_3_sum              : (2, 256, 64, 84)     => conv_rpn_fpn3               : (2, 
256, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: conv_rpn_fpn3               : (2, 256, 64, 84)     => conv_rpn_fpn3               : (2, 
256, 64, 84)     ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: conv_rpn_fpn3               : (2, 256, 64, 84)     => rpn_cls_logits_fpn3         : (2, 
3, 64, 84)       ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: conv_rpn_fpn3               : (2, 256, 64, 84)     => rpn_bbox_pred_fpn3          : 
(2, 12, 64, 84)      ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_cls_logits_fpn3         : (2, 3, 64, 84)       => rpn_cls_probs_fpn3          : 
(2, 3, 64, 84)       ------- (op: Sigmoid) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_cls_probs_fpn3          : (2, 3, 64, 84)       => rpn_rois_fpn3               : 





INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_pred_fpn3          : (2, 12, 64, 84)      => rpn_rois_fpn3               : 
(109, 5)             ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: im_info                     : (2, 3)               => rpn_rois_fpn3               : (109, 5)             
------| 
INFO net.py: 250: fpn_res4_5_sum              : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => conv_rpn_fpn4               : (2, 
256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: conv_rpn_fpn4               : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => conv_rpn_fpn4               : (2, 
256, 32, 42)     ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: conv_rpn_fpn4               : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => rpn_cls_logits_fpn4         : (2, 
3, 32, 42)       ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: conv_rpn_fpn4               : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => rpn_bbox_pred_fpn4          : 
(2, 12, 32, 42)      ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_cls_logits_fpn4         : (2, 3, 32, 42)       => rpn_cls_probs_fpn4          : 
(2, 3, 32, 42)       ------- (op: Sigmoid) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_cls_probs_fpn4          : (2, 3, 32, 42)       => rpn_rois_fpn4               : 
(155, 5)             ------- (op: 
Python:GenerateProposalsOp:gpu_0/rpn_cls_probs_fpn4,gpu_0/rpn_bbox_pred_fpn4,im_i
nfo) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_pred_fpn4          : (2, 12, 32, 42)      => rpn_rois_fpn4               : 
(155, 5)             ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: im_info                     : (2, 3)               => rpn_rois_fpn4               : (155, 5)             
------| 
INFO net.py: 250: fpn_res5_2_sum              : (2, 256, 16, 21)     => conv_rpn_fpn5               : (2, 
256, 16, 21)     ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: conv_rpn_fpn5               : (2, 256, 16, 21)     => conv_rpn_fpn5               : (2, 
256, 16, 21)     ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: conv_rpn_fpn5               : (2, 256, 16, 21)     => rpn_cls_logits_fpn5         : (2, 
3, 16, 21)       ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: conv_rpn_fpn5               : (2, 256, 16, 21)     => rpn_bbox_pred_fpn5          : 
(2, 12, 16, 21)      ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_cls_logits_fpn5         : (2, 3, 16, 21)       => rpn_cls_probs_fpn5          : 
(2, 3, 16, 21)       ------- (op: Sigmoid) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_cls_probs_fpn5          : (2, 3, 16, 21)       => rpn_rois_fpn5               : (84, 
5)              ------- (op: 
Python:GenerateProposalsOp:gpu_0/rpn_cls_probs_fpn5,gpu_0/rpn_bbox_pred_fpn5,im_i
nfo) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_pred_fpn5          : (2, 12, 16, 21)      => rpn_rois_fpn5               : 
(84, 5)              ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: im_info                     : (2, 3)               => rpn_rois_fpn5               : (84, 5)              
------| 
INFO net.py: 250: fpn_res5_2_sum_subsampled_2x: (2, 256, 8, 11)      => conv_rpn_fpn6               
: (2, 256, 8, 11)      ------- (op: Conv) 
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INFO net.py: 250: conv_rpn_fpn6               : (2, 256, 8, 11)      => conv_rpn_fpn6               : (2, 
256, 8, 11)      ------- (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: conv_rpn_fpn6               : (2, 256, 8, 11)      => rpn_cls_logits_fpn6         : (2, 
3, 8, 11)        ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: conv_rpn_fpn6               : (2, 256, 8, 11)      => rpn_bbox_pred_fpn6          : 
(2, 12, 8, 11)       ------- (op: Conv) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_cls_logits_fpn6         : (2, 3, 8, 11)        => rpn_cls_probs_fpn6          : (2, 
3, 8, 11)        ------- (op: Sigmoid) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_cls_probs_fpn6          : (2, 3, 8, 11)        => rpn_rois_fpn6               : (58, 
5)              ------- (op: 
Python:GenerateProposalsOp:gpu_0/rpn_cls_probs_fpn6,gpu_0/rpn_bbox_pred_fpn6,im_i
nfo) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_pred_fpn6          : (2, 12, 8, 11)       => rpn_rois_fpn6               : 
(58, 5)              ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: im_info                     : (2, 3)               => rpn_rois_fpn6               : (58, 5)              
------| 






INFO net.py: 250: rpn_rois_fpn3               : (109, 5)             => rois                        : (483, 5)             
------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_rois_fpn4               : (155, 5)             => rois                        : (483, 5)             
------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_rois_fpn5               : (84, 5)              => rois                        : (483, 5)             
------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_rois_fpn6               : (58, 5)              => rois                        : (483, 5)             
------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_roi_probs_fpn2          : (75, 1)              => rois                        : (483, 5)             
------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_roi_probs_fpn3          : (109, 1)             => rois                        : (483, 5)             
------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_roi_probs_fpn4          : (155, 1)             => rois                        : (483, 5)             
------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_roi_probs_fpn5          : (84, 1)              => rois                        : (483, 5)             
------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_roi_probs_fpn6          : (58, 1)              => rois                        : (483, 5)             
------| 
INFO net.py: 250: roidb                       : (428779,)            => rois                        : (483, 5)             ---
---| 




INFO net.py: 250: rpn_labels_int32_wide_fpn2  : (2, 3, 216, 216)     => 
rpn_labels_int32_fpn2       : (2, 3, 128, 168)     ------- (op: SpatialNarrowAs) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_cls_logits_fpn2         : (2, 3, 128, 168)     => rpn_labels_int32_fpn2       : 
(2, 3, 128, 168)     ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_targets_wide_fpn2  : (2, 12, 216, 216)    => 
rpn_bbox_targets_fpn2       : (2, 12, 128, 168)    ------- (op: SpatialNarrowAs) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_pred_fpn2          : (2, 12, 128, 168)    => rpn_bbox_targets_fpn2       
: (2, 12, 128, 168)    ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_inside_weights_wide_fpn2: (2, 12, 216, 216)    => 
rpn_bbox_inside_weights_fpn2: (2, 12, 128, 168)    ------- (op: SpatialNarrowAs) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_pred_fpn2          : (2, 12, 128, 168)    => 
rpn_bbox_inside_weights_fpn2: (2, 12, 128, 168)    ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_outside_weights_wide_fpn2: (2, 12, 216, 216)    => 
rpn_bbox_outside_weights_fpn2: (2, 12, 128, 168)    ------- (op: SpatialNarrowAs) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_pred_fpn2          : (2, 12, 128, 168)    => 
rpn_bbox_outside_weights_fpn2: (2, 12, 128, 168)    ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_cls_logits_fpn2         : (2, 3, 128, 168)     => loss_rpn_cls_fpn2           : ()                   
------- (op: SigmoidCrossEntropyLoss) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_labels_int32_fpn2       : (2, 3, 128, 168)     => loss_rpn_cls_fpn2           : 
()                   ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_pred_fpn2          : (2, 12, 128, 168)    => loss_rpn_bbox_fpn2          
: ()                   ------- (op: SmoothL1Loss) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_targets_fpn2       : (2, 12, 128, 168)    => loss_rpn_bbox_fpn2          
: ()                   ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_inside_weights_fpn2: (2, 12, 128, 168)    => 
loss_rpn_bbox_fpn2          : ()                   ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_outside_weights_fpn2: (2, 12, 128, 168)    => 
loss_rpn_bbox_fpn2          : ()                   ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_labels_int32_wide_fpn3  : (2, 3, 108, 108)     => 
rpn_labels_int32_fpn3       : (2, 3, 64, 84)       ------- (op: SpatialNarrowAs) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_cls_logits_fpn3         : (2, 3, 64, 84)       => rpn_labels_int32_fpn3       : 
(2, 3, 64, 84)       ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_targets_wide_fpn3  : (2, 12, 108, 108)    => 
rpn_bbox_targets_fpn3       : (2, 12, 64, 84)      ------- (op: SpatialNarrowAs) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_pred_fpn3          : (2, 12, 64, 84)      => rpn_bbox_targets_fpn3       
: (2, 12, 64, 84)      ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_inside_weights_wide_fpn3: (2, 12, 108, 108)    => 
rpn_bbox_inside_weights_fpn3: (2, 12, 64, 84)      ------- (op: SpatialNarrowAs) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_pred_fpn3          : (2, 12, 64, 84)      => 
rpn_bbox_inside_weights_fpn3: (2, 12, 64, 84)      ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_outside_weights_wide_fpn3: (2, 12, 108, 108)    => 
rpn_bbox_outside_weights_fpn3: (2, 12, 64, 84)      ------- (op: SpatialNarrowAs) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_pred_fpn3          : (2, 12, 64, 84)      => 
rpn_bbox_outside_weights_fpn3: (2, 12, 64, 84)      ------| 
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INFO net.py: 250: rpn_cls_logits_fpn3         : (2, 3, 64, 84)       => loss_rpn_cls_fpn3           : ()                   
------- (op: SigmoidCrossEntropyLoss) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_labels_int32_fpn3       : (2, 3, 64, 84)       => loss_rpn_cls_fpn3           : ()                   
------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_pred_fpn3          : (2, 12, 64, 84)      => loss_rpn_bbox_fpn3          
: ()                   ------- (op: SmoothL1Loss) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_targets_fpn3       : (2, 12, 64, 84)      => loss_rpn_bbox_fpn3          
: ()                   ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_inside_weights_fpn3: (2, 12, 64, 84)      => loss_rpn_bbox_fpn3          
: ()                   ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_outside_weights_fpn3: (2, 12, 64, 84)      => 
loss_rpn_bbox_fpn3          : ()                   ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_labels_int32_wide_fpn4  : (2, 3, 54, 54)       => rpn_labels_int32_fpn4       
: (2, 3, 32, 42)       ------- (op: SpatialNarrowAs) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_cls_logits_fpn4         : (2, 3, 32, 42)       => rpn_labels_int32_fpn4       : 
(2, 3, 32, 42)       ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_targets_wide_fpn4  : (2, 12, 54, 54)      => 
rpn_bbox_targets_fpn4       : (2, 12, 32, 42)      ------- (op: SpatialNarrowAs) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_pred_fpn4          : (2, 12, 32, 42)      => rpn_bbox_targets_fpn4       
: (2, 12, 32, 42)      ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_inside_weights_wide_fpn4: (2, 12, 54, 54)      => 
rpn_bbox_inside_weights_fpn4: (2, 12, 32, 42)      ------- (op: SpatialNarrowAs) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_pred_fpn4          : (2, 12, 32, 42)      => 
rpn_bbox_inside_weights_fpn4: (2, 12, 32, 42)      ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_outside_weights_wide_fpn4: (2, 12, 54, 54)      => 
rpn_bbox_outside_weights_fpn4: (2, 12, 32, 42)      ------- (op: SpatialNarrowAs) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_pred_fpn4          : (2, 12, 32, 42)      => 
rpn_bbox_outside_weights_fpn4: (2, 12, 32, 42)      ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_cls_logits_fpn4         : (2, 3, 32, 42)       => loss_rpn_cls_fpn4           : ()                   
------- (op: SigmoidCrossEntropyLoss) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_labels_int32_fpn4       : (2, 3, 32, 42)       => loss_rpn_cls_fpn4           : ()                   
------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_pred_fpn4          : (2, 12, 32, 42)      => loss_rpn_bbox_fpn4          
: ()                   ------- (op: SmoothL1Loss) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_targets_fpn4       : (2, 12, 32, 42)      => loss_rpn_bbox_fpn4          
: ()                   ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_inside_weights_fpn4: (2, 12, 32, 42)      => loss_rpn_bbox_fpn4          
: ()                   ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_outside_weights_fpn4: (2, 12, 32, 42)      => 
loss_rpn_bbox_fpn4          : ()                   ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_labels_int32_wide_fpn5  : (2, 3, 27, 27)       => rpn_labels_int32_fpn5       
: (2, 3, 16, 21)       ------- (op: SpatialNarrowAs) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_cls_logits_fpn5         : (2, 3, 16, 21)       => rpn_labels_int32_fpn5       : 
(2, 3, 16, 21)       ------| 
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INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_targets_wide_fpn5  : (2, 12, 27, 27)      => 
rpn_bbox_targets_fpn5       : (2, 12, 16, 21)      ------- (op: SpatialNarrowAs) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_pred_fpn5          : (2, 12, 16, 21)      => rpn_bbox_targets_fpn5       
: (2, 12, 16, 21)      ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_inside_weights_wide_fpn5: (2, 12, 27, 27)      => 
rpn_bbox_inside_weights_fpn5: (2, 12, 16, 21)      ------- (op: SpatialNarrowAs) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_pred_fpn5          : (2, 12, 16, 21)      => 
rpn_bbox_inside_weights_fpn5: (2, 12, 16, 21)      ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_outside_weights_wide_fpn5: (2, 12, 27, 27)      => 
rpn_bbox_outside_weights_fpn5: (2, 12, 16, 21)      ------- (op: SpatialNarrowAs) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_pred_fpn5          : (2, 12, 16, 21)      => 
rpn_bbox_outside_weights_fpn5: (2, 12, 16, 21)      ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_cls_logits_fpn5         : (2, 3, 16, 21)       => loss_rpn_cls_fpn5           : ()                   
------- (op: SigmoidCrossEntropyLoss) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_labels_int32_fpn5       : (2, 3, 16, 21)       => loss_rpn_cls_fpn5           : ()                   
------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_pred_fpn5          : (2, 12, 16, 21)      => loss_rpn_bbox_fpn5          
: ()                   ------- (op: SmoothL1Loss) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_targets_fpn5       : (2, 12, 16, 21)      => loss_rpn_bbox_fpn5          
: ()                   ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_inside_weights_fpn5: (2, 12, 16, 21)      => loss_rpn_bbox_fpn5          
: ()                   ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_outside_weights_fpn5: (2, 12, 16, 21)      => 
loss_rpn_bbox_fpn5          : ()                   ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_labels_int32_wide_fpn6  : (2, 3, 14, 14)       => rpn_labels_int32_fpn6       
: (2, 3, 8, 11)        ------- (op: SpatialNarrowAs) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_cls_logits_fpn6         : (2, 3, 8, 11)        => rpn_labels_int32_fpn6       : 
(2, 3, 8, 11)        ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_targets_wide_fpn6  : (2, 12, 14, 14)      => 
rpn_bbox_targets_fpn6       : (2, 12, 8, 11)       ------- (op: SpatialNarrowAs) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_pred_fpn6          : (2, 12, 8, 11)       => rpn_bbox_targets_fpn6       
: (2, 12, 8, 11)       ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_inside_weights_wide_fpn6: (2, 12, 14, 14)      => 
rpn_bbox_inside_weights_fpn6: (2, 12, 8, 11)       ------- (op: SpatialNarrowAs) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_pred_fpn6          : (2, 12, 8, 11)       => 
rpn_bbox_inside_weights_fpn6: (2, 12, 8, 11)       ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_outside_weights_wide_fpn6: (2, 12, 14, 14)      => 
rpn_bbox_outside_weights_fpn6: (2, 12, 8, 11)       ------- (op: SpatialNarrowAs) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_pred_fpn6          : (2, 12, 8, 11)       => 
rpn_bbox_outside_weights_fpn6: (2, 12, 8, 11)       ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_cls_logits_fpn6         : (2, 3, 8, 11)        => loss_rpn_cls_fpn6           : ()                   
------- (op: SigmoidCrossEntropyLoss) 




INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_pred_fpn6          : (2, 12, 8, 11)       => loss_rpn_bbox_fpn6          : 
()                   ------- (op: SmoothL1Loss) 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_targets_fpn6       : (2, 12, 8, 11)       => loss_rpn_bbox_fpn6          
: ()                   ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_inside_weights_fpn6: (2, 12, 8, 11)       => loss_rpn_bbox_fpn6          
: ()                   ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: rpn_bbox_outside_weights_fpn6: (2, 12, 8, 11)       => loss_rpn_bbox_fpn6          
: ()                   ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: fpn_res2_2_sum              : (2, 256, 128, 168)   => roi_feat_fpn2               : 
(483, 256, 7, 7)     ------- (op: RoIAlign) 
INFO net.py: 250: rois_fpn2                   : (483, 5)             => roi_feat_fpn2               : (483, 256, 
7, 7)     ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: fpn_res3_3_sum              : (2, 256, 64, 84)     => roi_feat_fpn3               : (0, 
256, 7, 7)       ------- (op: RoIAlign) 
INFO net.py: 250: rois_fpn3                   : (0, 5)               => roi_feat_fpn3               : (0, 256, 7, 7)       
------| 
INFO net.py: 250: fpn_res4_5_sum              : (2, 256, 32, 42)     => roi_feat_fpn4               : (0, 
256, 7, 7)       ------- (op: RoIAlign) 
INFO net.py: 250: rois_fpn4                   : (0, 5)               => roi_feat_fpn4               : (0, 256, 7, 7)       
------| 
INFO net.py: 250: fpn_res5_2_sum              : (2, 256, 16, 21)     => roi_feat_fpn5               : (0, 
256, 7, 7)       ------- (op: RoIAlign) 
INFO net.py: 250: rois_fpn5                   : (0, 5)               => roi_feat_fpn5               : (0, 256, 7, 7)       
------| 
INFO net.py: 250: roi_feat_fpn2               : (483, 256, 7, 7)     => roi_feat_shuffled           : (483, 
256, 7, 7)     ------- (op: Concat) 
INFO net.py: 250: roi_feat_fpn3               : (0, 256, 7, 7)       => roi_feat_shuffled           : (483, 
256, 7, 7)     ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: roi_feat_fpn4               : (0, 256, 7, 7)       => roi_feat_shuffled           : (483, 
256, 7, 7)     ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: roi_feat_fpn5               : (0, 256, 7, 7)       => roi_feat_shuffled           : (483, 
256, 7, 7)     ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: roi_feat_shuffled           : (483, 256, 7, 7)     => roi_feat                    : (483, 
256, 7, 7)     ------- (op: BatchPermutation) 
INFO net.py: 250: rois_idx_restore_int32      : (483,)               => roi_feat                    : (483, 
256, 7, 7)     ------| 
INFO net.py: 250: roi_feat                    : (483, 256, 7, 7)     => fc6                         : (483, 1024)          
------- (op: FC) 
INFO net.py: 250: fc6                         : (483, 1024)          => fc6                         : (483, 1024)          -
------ (op: Relu) 
INFO net.py: 250: fc6                         : (483, 1024)          => fc7                         : (483, 1024)          -
------ (op: FC) 
INFO net.py: 250: fc7                         : (483, 1024)          => fc7                         : (483, 1024)          -
------ (op: Relu) 
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INFO net.py: 250: fc7                         : (483, 1024)          => cls_score                   : (483, 81)            
------- (op: FC) 
INFO net.py: 250: fc7                         : (483, 1024)          => bbox_pred                   : (483, 324)           
------- (op: FC) 
INFO net.py: 250: cls_score                   : (483, 81)            => cls_prob                    : (483, 81)            
------- (op: SoftmaxWithLoss) 
INFO net.py: 250: labels_int32                : (483,)               => cls_prob                    : (483, 81)            
------| 
INFO net.py: 250: bbox_pred                   : (483, 324)           => loss_bbox                   : ()                   
------- (op: SmoothL1Loss) 
INFO net.py: 250: bbox_targets                : (483, 324)           => loss_bbox                   : ()                   
------| 
INFO net.py: 250: bbox_inside_weights         : (483, 324)           => loss_bbox                   : ()                   
------| 
INFO net.py: 250: bbox_outside_weights        : (483, 324)           => loss_bbox                   : ()                   
------| 
INFO net.py: 250: cls_prob                    : (483, 81)            => accuracy_cls                : ()                   
------- (op: Accuracy) 
INFO net.py: 250: labels_int32                : (483,)               => accuracy_cls                : ()                   
------| 
INFO net.py: 254: End of model: generalized_rcnn 
json_stats: {"accuracy_cls": "0.000000", "eta": "0:05:48", "iter": 0, "loss": "5.259247", 
"loss_bbox": "0.156753", "loss_cls": "4.402021", "loss_rpn_bbox_fpn2": "0.000000", 
"loss_rpn_bbox_fpn3": "0.030802", "loss_rpn_bbox_fpn4": "0.000000", 
"loss_rpn_bbox_fpn5": "0.000000", "loss_rpn_bbox_fpn6": "0.000000", 
"loss_rpn_cls_fpn2": "0.651055", "loss_rpn_cls_fpn3": "0.018615", "loss_rpn_cls_fpn4": 
"0.000000", "loss_rpn_cls_fpn5": "0.000000", "loss_rpn_cls_fpn6": "0.000000", "lr": 
"0.000833", "mb_qsize": 64, "mem": 2818, "time": "3.486110"} 
I0225 07:43:00.775136 12366 context_gpu.cu:299] GPU 0: 2957 MB 
I0225 07:43:00.775189 12366 context_gpu.cu:303] Total: 2957 MB 
json_stats: {"accuracy_cls": "0.882812", "eta": "0:00:46", "iter": 20, "loss": "0.934067", 
"loss_bbox": "0.164683", "loss_cls": "0.388779", "loss_rpn_bbox_fpn2": "0.000000", 
"loss_rpn_bbox_fpn3": "0.030130", "loss_rpn_bbox_fpn4": "0.000000", 
"loss_rpn_bbox_fpn5": "0.000000", "loss_rpn_bbox_fpn6": "0.000000", 
"loss_rpn_cls_fpn2": "0.256009", "loss_rpn_cls_fpn3": "0.021269", "loss_rpn_cls_fpn4": 
"0.000000", "loss_rpn_cls_fpn5": "0.000000", "loss_rpn_cls_fpn6": "0.000000", "lr": 
"0.000900", "mb_qsize": 64, "mem": 2958, "time": "0.583635"} 
json_stats: {"accuracy_cls": "0.956706", "eta": "0:00:24", "iter": 40, "loss": "0.223727", 
"loss_bbox": "0.113447", "loss_cls": "0.095288", "loss_rpn_bbox_fpn2": "0.000000", 
"loss_rpn_bbox_fpn3": "0.009085", "loss_rpn_bbox_fpn4": "0.000000", 
"loss_rpn_bbox_fpn5": "0.000000", "loss_rpn_bbox_fpn6": "0.000000", 
"loss_rpn_cls_fpn2": "0.002076", "loss_rpn_cls_fpn3": "0.017028", "loss_rpn_cls_fpn4": 
"0.000000", "loss_rpn_cls_fpn5": "0.000000", "loss_rpn_cls_fpn6": "0.000000", "lr": 
"0.000967", "mb_qsize": 64, "mem": 3039, "time": "0.411756"} 
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json_stats: {"accuracy_cls": "0.989258", "eta": "0:00:17", "iter": 60, "loss": "0.115845", 
"loss_bbox": "0.077397", "loss_cls": "0.026888", "loss_rpn_bbox_fpn2": "0.000000", 
"loss_rpn_bbox_fpn3": "0.003306", "loss_rpn_bbox_fpn4": "0.000000", 
"loss_rpn_bbox_fpn5": "0.000000", "loss_rpn_bbox_fpn6": "0.000000", 
"loss_rpn_cls_fpn2": "0.000132", "loss_rpn_cls_fpn3": "0.005100", "loss_rpn_cls_fpn4": 
"0.000000", "loss_rpn_cls_fpn5": "0.000000", "loss_rpn_cls_fpn6": "0.000000", "lr": 
"0.001033", "mb_qsize": 64, "mem": 3059, "time": "0.446990"} 
I0225 07:43:28.325968 12366 context_gpu.cu:299] GPU 0: 3100 MB 
I0225 07:43:28.326035 12366 context_gpu.cu:303] Total: 3100 MB 
json_stats: {"accuracy_cls": "0.995117", "eta": "0:00:09", "iter": 80, "loss": "0.060733", 
"loss_bbox": "0.038304", "loss_cls": "0.015540", "loss_rpn_bbox_fpn2": "0.000000", 
"loss_rpn_bbox_fpn3": "0.002880", "loss_rpn_bbox_fpn4": "0.000000", 
"loss_rpn_bbox_fpn5": "0.000000", "loss_rpn_bbox_fpn6": "0.000000", 
"loss_rpn_cls_fpn2": "0.000163", "loss_rpn_cls_fpn3": "0.002309", "loss_rpn_cls_fpn4": 
"0.000000", "loss_rpn_cls_fpn5": "0.000000", "loss_rpn_cls_fpn6": "0.000000", "lr": 
"0.001100", "mb_qsize": 64, "mem": 3101, "time": "0.472065"} 
json_stats: {"accuracy_cls": "0.994141", "eta": "0:00:00", "iter": 99, "loss": "0.050948", 
"loss_bbox": "0.029736", "loss_cls": "0.017042", "loss_rpn_bbox_fpn2": "0.000000", 
"loss_rpn_bbox_fpn3": "0.002320", "loss_rpn_bbox_fpn4": "0.000000", 
"loss_rpn_bbox_fpn5": "0.000000", "loss_rpn_bbox_fpn6": "0.000000", 
"loss_rpn_cls_fpn2": "0.000210", "loss_rpn_cls_fpn3": "0.001156", "loss_rpn_cls_fpn4": 
"0.000000", "loss_rpn_cls_fpn5": "0.000000", "loss_rpn_cls_fpn6": "0.000000", "lr": 
"0.001163", "mb_qsize": 64, "mem": 3101, "time": "0.458066"} 
INFO net.py: 143: Saving parameters and momentum to /tmp/detectron-
output/train/storms_2017_train/generalized_rcnn/model_final.pkl 
INFO loader.py: 126: Stopping enqueue thread 
INFO loader.py: 113: Stopping mini-batch loading thread 
INFO loader.py: 113: Stopping mini-batch loading thread 
INFO loader.py: 113: Stopping mini-batch loading thread 
INFO loader.py: 113: Stopping mini-batch loading thread
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Appendix B: Python Code 
Area filter module 
1 
2 
3 # python libraries 
4 import pandas as pd 
5 import math 
6 
7 # project modules 
8 from datasets.NCDC_stormevents_data_loader import load_CSV_file 





14                      left,top .----------. storm_end_point 
15                                    |              | Right,top 
16                                    |              | 
17                                    |              |  
18 storm_begin_point .----------. Right,bottom 
19 left,bottom 
20 
21 example case 
22 (-5,15).----------------.(10,15) 
23            |                    | 
24            |                    | 
25            |                    | 
26            |                    | 




31 class AreaFilter(): 
32 def __init__(self,track=None,storms=None,output_dir=None,local=None, **kwargs): 
33  self.track=track 
34  self.storms=storms 
35  self.output_dir=output_dir 
36  self.local=local 
37 
38 if track is None or \ 
39 storms is None or \ 
40 output_dir is None or \ 
41 local is None: 
42 return 
43 







51 def calculate_distance(self,x1,x2,y1,y2): 




54 def calculate_area(self,row): 
55 storm_begin_point=Point(row['BEGIN_LON'], row['BEGIN_LAT']) 
56 storm_end_point=Point(row['END_LON'],row['END_LAT']) 
57 # print((row['END_LON']-row['END_LAT'])*(row['BEGIN_LON']-row['BEGIN_LAT'])) 












70 # print(width,height,area) 
71 row['AREA']=area 
72 
73 return row 
74 










83 self.track.info("AREA Calculation") 






88 self.track.info("sorting by area DEC, ascending=False") 
89 stormevents_df_threshold=stormevents_df_sorted.loc[stormevents_df['AREA'] >= 
self.local.bounding_box_area_threshold] 
90 self.track.info("shape "+str(stormevents_df_threshold.shape)) 
91 
92 stormevents_df_threshold=stormevents_df_threshold.reset_index(drop=True) 








1 # links 
2 ''' 
3 storms CSVs details/locations link 
4 ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/swdi/stormevents/csvfiles/ 
5 nexrad radar objets link 
6 https://s3.amazonaws.com/noaa-nexrad-level2/index.html 








13 # base 
14 




19 # bounding box area threshold 
20 bounding_box_area_threshold=6.25E-06 
21 




26 # AMAZON S3 end time wether meta_data shift 310 seconds 
27 META_DATA_END_TIME_SEC_SHIFT=310 
28 




















Auxiliary Boto Module 
1 import boto3 
2 
3 def create_session(local): 












4 def iterate_intersections_v1(row): 




9 def get_file_size(input_dir): 
10 file=load_CSV_file(input_dir,["KEY", "SIZE", "IS_TIME_INTERSECTING", 
"BEGIN_TIME_UTC", "END_TIME_UTC", "bucket_begin_time", "bucket_end_time"]) 
11 file=file.drop_duplicates(['KEY']) 














26 if not os.path.exists(output_dir): 










37 dayOfYear=list(range(int(start_dayOfYear), (int(end_dayOfYear)+1))) 
38 







44 for object in objects: 
45 split_object_key=object.key.split('/') 
46 split_object_filename=split_object_key[4].split('_') 
47 if channel: 
48 object_channel=split_object_filename[1].split('-')[3] 






53 with open(output_dir, "a") as myfile: 
54 rec=str(object.key)+ \ 









64 except botocore.exceptions.ClientError as e: 
65 if e.response['Error']['Code'] == "404": 








1 # python libraries 
2 import os, sys, inspect 
3 import pandas as pd 
4 import numpy as np 




9 from datetime import datetime 
10 from datetime import timedelta 
11 from pathlib import Path 
12 from netCDF4 import Dataset 
13 import pyart 
14 # from mpl_toolkits.basemap import Basemap, cm 
15 import math 
16 
17 # project modules 
18 from datasets.NCDC_stormevents_data_loader import load_CSV_file 
19 from utils.boto import create_session 
20 from datasets.download_intersections import iterate_nexrad_intersections, \ 
21 iterate_goes_intersections 
22 from datasets.Frame import Frame 
23 import settings.local as local 
24 from datasets.trainingObject import TrainingObject 
25 
26 
27 class Clip(): 
28 
29 # constructor 
30 def __init__(self,storms_dir,nexrad_dir,goes_dir, 



























56 # training dataset directory 
57 self.track.info("check if training dataset directory exists") 
58 if not os.path.exists(self.train_dir): 
59 os.mkdir(self.train_dir) 
60 track.info("created directory: "+str(self.train_dir)) 
61 # create instances 
62 self.instances=TrainingObject(self.track,self.year,self.output_dir) 
63 self.track.info("created instance of training object") 
64 
65 # filters storms for month december 2017 






























96 | | | 
97 1500 ---|----------|----------|--- 
98 | | | 




















117 # print("r0_int",r0_int, 
118 # "r1_int",r1_int, 
119 # "c0_int",c0_int, 
120 # "c1_int",c1_int) 




125 # print(clipped) 
126 return clipped 
127 
128 def clip_nexrad(self, radar, storm_row): 
129 
130 refl_grid = radar.get_field(0, 'reflectivity') 
131 
132 
133 # gatefilter = pyart.filters.GateFilter(radar) 
134 # gatefilter.exclude_transition() 
135 # gatefilter.exclude_masked('reflectivity') 
136 
137 # grid = pyart.map.grid_from_radars( 
138 # (radar,), 
139 # # gatefilters=(gatefilter, ), 
140 # grid_shape=(1, 241, 241), 
141 # grid_limits=((2000, 2000), 
142 # (-123000.0, 123000.0), 
143 # (-123000.0, 123000.0)), 
144 # fields=['reflectivity']) 
145 
146 # read_grid=radar.fields['reflectivity']['data'] 








155 # print("nexrad object refl_grid", refl_grid) 
156 # print("nexrad object rows", len(refl_grid)) 




161 # clipped= grid.fields['reflectivity']['data'][0] 
162 # print(clipped) 




167 def clip_object(self,goes_object,nexrad_object,storm_row): 
168 # download nexrad or goes objects of not found on disk 











178 ISSUE 2018/07/30/KLTX/KLTX20180730_144705_V06 NEXRAD object 
179 failed to load object using pyart - object type not supported. 
180 ''' 
181 try: 
182 # read goes object ; goes_netCdf.variables 
183 goes_netCdf= Dataset(local.GOES_DIR+goes_object['KEY'].replace('/',"_"),"r") 
184 except: 
185 self.track.info("unable to load netCDF GOES object") 
186 return 
187 try: 
188 # read nexrad object 
189 radar = pyart.io.read_nexrad_archive(local.NEXRAD_DIR+nexrad_object['KEY']) 
190 self.track.info("Loaded GOES and NEXRAD OBJECT") 
191 except: 
192 self.track.info("unable to load radar NEXRAD object") 
193 return 
194 
195 # clip goes and nexrad 





201 if clip_goes.shape[0]==0 or clip_goes.shape[1]==1: 
202 self.track.info("GOES CLIP: Invalid image") 
203 print("GOES CLIP: Invalid image") 
204 return 
205 
206 # add instance 









211 self.track.info("set image directory: "+self.instances.current_image_dir) 
212 self.instances.generate_segmentation_image(radar) 
213 self.track.info("generated image segmentation") 
214 self.instances.generate_training_images(clip_goes) 




217 self.track.info("created training instance") 
218 
219 # graph and export 
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220 # Frame(clip_goes,clip_nexrad,nexrad_object,goes_object) 
221 
222 
223 def iterate_goes(self,nexrad_row,goes_objects,storm_row): 
224 
225 # format nexrad object bucket_begin_time 
226 nexrad_datetime=datetime.strptime(nexrad_row['bucket_begin_time'],'%Y-%m-%d %X') 
227 
228 # set goes dataframe index to bucket_begin_time instead of integers 
229 goes_objects.index = pd.to_datetime(goes_objects['bucket_begin_time']) 
230 
231 # find goes objects between nexrad bucket_begin_time and next 30 minutes 
232 goes_30min_window=goes_objects['bucket_begin_time'].between_time( 
233 str(nexrad_datetime.time()), 
234 str((nexrad_datetime + timedelta(minutes=30)).time())) 
235 
236 # reset index back to integers 
237 goes_objects=goes_objects.reset_index(drop=True) 
238 




241 key=lambda x: abs((datetime.strptime(x,'%Y-%m-%d %X')) - nexrad_datetime))) 
242 






247 def get_intersected_objects(self,storm_row): 
248 # get NEXRAD AND GOES objects given storm row 
249 nexrad_objects=self.nexrad.loc[(self.nexrad['FOREIGN_KEY'] == storm_row.name)] 




252 self.track.info("nexrad_objects: "+str(len(nexrad_objects))+",goes_objects: 
"+str(len(goes_objects))) 
253 
254 if len(nexrad_objects)==0: 
255 self.track.info("No NEXRAD objects") 
256 return 
257 if len(goes_objects)==0: 
258 self.track.info("No GOES objects") 
259 return 
260 
261 # ------REMOVE head(1) 
262 # for each nexrad object, iterate intersected goes objects. 




266 def iterate_storms(self,begin_start_date=None,begin_end_date=None, storm_id=None): 
267 
268 # change storm BEGIN_DATE_TIME to Timestamp type 
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269 self.storms['BEGIN_DATE_TIME']=self.storms['BEGIN_DATE_TIME'].apply(lambda x: 
pd.Timestamp(x)) 
270 
271 # filter by given BEGIN start_date and end_date 
272 if begin_start_date and begin_end_date: 
273 begin_start_date=pd.Timestamp(begin_start_date) 
274 begin_end_date=pd.Timestamp(begin_end_date) 
275 self.storms=self.storms.loc[(self.storms['BEGIN_DATE_TIME'] > 
begin_start_date) & 
276 (self.storms['BEGIN_DATE_TIME'] < begin_end_date)] 
277 
278 # NO RESET INDEX SINCE STORM ID IS USED TO FOREGIN_KEY 
279 # self.storms=self.storms.reset_index(drop=True) 
280 
281 
282 # filter by given storm ID 



















Download Intersections Module 
1 # python libraries 
2 import botocore 
3 import os 
4 
5 # project modules 
6 from utils.boto import create_session 
7 import settings.local as local 




12 def iterate_nexrad_intersections(row,output_dir): 


















31 track.info(str(obj.key)+", "+str(row.name)+", "+path+", "+str(total)) 
32 print(obj.key,row.name,path,total) 
33 
34 except botocore.exceptions.ClientError as e: 
35 if e.response['Error']['Code'] == "404": 





41 def iterate_goes_intersections(row,output_dir): 







49 track.info(str(obj.key)+", "+str(row.name)+", "+output_dir+", "+str(total)) 
50 print(obj.key,row.name,output_dir,total) 
51 
52 except botocore.exceptions.ClientError as e: 
53 if e.response['Error']['Code'] == "404": 














66 if bucket=="noaa-goes16": 
67 file.apply(lambda x:iterate_goes_intersections(x,output_dir),axis=1) 
68 elif bucket=="noaa-nexrad-level2": 
69 file.apply(lambda x:iterate_nexrad_intersections(x,output_dir),axis=1) 









3 left,top .----------. storm_end_point 
4 | | Right,top 
5 | | 
6 | | 





12 class Point(object): 




17 class Box(object): 
18 def __init__(self,p1,p2): 
19 
20 self.left=min(p1.x, p2.x) 
21 self.right=max(p1.x, p2.x) 
22 self.bottom=min(p1.y, p2.y) 
23 self.top=max(p1.y, p2.y) 
24 
25 def is_intersecting(r1,r2): 
26 return range_overlap(r1.left, r1.right, r2.left, r2.right) and 
range_overlap(r1.bottom, r1.top, r2.bottom, r2.top) 
27 
28 
29 def range_overlap(a_min, a_max, b_min, b_max): 







2 # python libraries 
3 # NOTE: switch python PATH to look at parent_directory 
4 import os, sys, inspect 




9 import argparse 
10 
11 # project modules 
12 import utils.track as tr 
13 import settings.local as local 
14 from datasets.time_intersection_test import GoesIntersectionTest 
15 from datasets.space_intersection_test import NexradIntersectionTest 
16 from datasets.area_filter import AreaFilter 
17 from utils.boto import create_session 
18 from datasets.verifyStorms import VerifyStorms 






25 RADAR CENTER LOCATION 
26 
27 HORIZONTAL_SHIFT 
28 .-----------. (END_LON+HORIZONTAL_SHIFT,END_LAT+VERTICAL_SHIFT) 
29 | | 
30 VERTICAL_SHIFT | .<----|--center (x,y) 





36 def parse_args(): 























































































120 if len(sys.argv) == 1: 
121 parser.print_help() 
122 sys.exit(1) 
123 return parser.parse_args() 
124 
125 ''' 
126 Terminal Commands 
127 python datasets\main.py --intersectionTest GOES --storms area_filtered_stormevents.csv 
--output_dir NCDC_stormevents/GOES_datetime_filtered_intersections.csv 
128 
129 python datasets\main.py --intersectionTest NEXRAD --storms 
area_filtered_stormevents.csv --locations 88D_locations.csv --output_dir 
NCDC_stormevents/NEXRAD_bounding_box_datetime_filtered_intersections.csv 
130 
131 python datasets\main.py --areaFilter verified_storms.csv --output_dir 
area_filtered_stormevents.csv 
132 
133 python datasets\main.py --verifyStorms StormEvents_details-ftp_v1.0_d2017_c20180918.csv 
--output_dir verified_storms.csv 
134 















142 def main(args): 
143 
144 if args.verifyStorms is not None \ 
145 and args.output is not None: 
146 Track.warn("Verify Storms") 
147 VerifyStorms(args.verifyStorms,args.output,Track) 
148 
149 if args.areaFilter is not None: 
150 if args.output is None: 
151 Track.warn("Exception: Pass a output file") 
152 return 
153 Track.info("Starting storms Area filter") 
154 AreaFilter(Track,args.areaFilter,args.output,local) 
155 
156 if args.intersectionTest is not None: 
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157 if args.output is None: 
158 Track.warn("Exception: Pass a output file") 
159 return 
160 if args.stormsFile is None: 
161 Track.warn("Exception: Pass a storms file") 
162 return 
163 session=create_session(local) 
164 if args.intersectionTest=="GOES": 
165 Track.info("Starting GOES intersection Test") 
166 GoesIntersectionTest(session,Track,args.stormsFile,local,args.output) 
167 
168 elif args.intersectionTest=="NEXRAD": 
169 if args.locationsFile is None: 
170 Track.warn("Exception: Pass a Locations file") 
171 return 





175 if args.clip is not None: 
176 if args.output is None: 
177 Track.warn("Exception: Pass annotation output directory") 
178 return 
179 if args.goesFile is None: 
180 Track.warn("Exception: Pass goes csv") 
181 return 
182 if args.nexradFile is None: 
183 Track.warn("Exception: Pass nexrad csv") 
184 return 
185 if args.stormsFile is None: 
186 Track.warn("Exception: Pass stroms csv") 
187 return 
188 if args.train_dir is None: 













202 if __name__ == '__main__': 







File Loader Module 
1 import urllib.request as request 
2 import wget 
3 import os 
4 import gzip 
5 import pandas as pd 
6 import utils.track as tr 
7 from bs4 import BeautifulSoup 








16 def get_NCDC_data(output_dir,year=None): 
17 if not os.path.exists(output_dir): 
18 os.makedirs(output_dir) 
19 
20 url =local.NCDC_STORMEVENTS 
21 html = request.urlopen(url).read() 
22 
23 for i in str(html.decode("utf-8")).splitlines(): 
24 if(i.endswith('gz')): 
25 file=i.split(' ') 
26 file_name=file[len(i.split(' '))-1] 
27 file_year=file_name.split("_")[3].replace("d","") 
28 




33 Track.info(file_name+"-> year "+file_year) 
34 
35 wget.download(url=(url+file_name), out=output_dir) 










46 Track.info(fileName +": csv file read") 
47 return csv_file 
48 except: 
49 Track.warn(fileName +": unable to open CSV") 
50 
51 def retrieve_WSR_88D_RDA_locations(url,output_dir): 
52 data=dict() 
53 try: 
54 req = request.Request(url, headers={'User-Agent': 'Mozilla/5.0'}) 
55 page = request.urlopen(req) 
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56 soup = BeautifulSoup(page, "html.parser") 
57 rows = soup.find("table").find_all('tr') 
58 except: 
59 Track.warn("Request is failed") 
60 return 
61 
62 Track.info("Request is successful") 
63 Track.info("Scraping...") 
64 c=0 
65 for row in rows: 
66 cells = row.find_all("td") 
67 # header 
68 if c==0: 
69 for header in cells: 
70 data[header.get_text().replace(" ","")]=[] 
71 c+=1 
72 continue 
73 # actual data (table body) 




78 # if c==2: 
79 # break 
80 df=pd.DataFrame(data=data) 










Space Intersection Test Module 
1 
2 
3 # python libraries 
4 import pandas as pd 
5 import botocore 
6 import re 
7 import datetime 
8 import os 
9 
10 
11 # project modules 
12 from datasets.NCDC_stormevents_data_loader import load_CSV_file 
13 from utils.intersect import * 
14 from utils.time import to_UTC_time 
15 import settings.local as local 
16 from utils.time import date_range_intersection_test 
17 from datasets.verifyStorms import VerifyStorms 
18 
19 class NexradIntersectionTest(): 
20 def __init__(self,session,track,storms,locations,local,output_dir, **kwargs): 
21 
22 if session is None or \ 
23 track is None or \ 
24 storms is None or \ 
25 locations is None or \ 


















42 # add columns to locations DataFrame 
43 locations_df=self.locations[['STATIONID','LATN/LONGW(deg,min,sec)']] 
44 locations_df = locations_df.assign(BEGIN_LAT=pd.Series()) 
45 locations_df = locations_df.assign(BEGIN_LON=pd.Series()) 
46 locations_df = locations_df.assign(END_LAT=pd.Series()) 
47 locations_df = locations_df.assign(END_LON=pd.Series()) 




52 # verify locations lons/lats 




54 locations_df = locations_df.assign(CZ_TIMEZONE=pd.Series([0]*len(locations_df))) 








62 # create Log File 
63 self.track.createLogFile("./logs/nexrad_intersections_test.txt") 
64 
65 # add columns to stormevents DataFrame 
66 self.storms = self.storms.assign(IS_INTERSECTING=pd.Series()) 
67 self.storms = self.storms.assign(STATIONID=pd.Series()) 
68 self.storms = self.storms.assign(BEGIN_TIME_UTC=pd.Series()) 
69 self.storms = self.storms.assign(END_TIME_UTC=pd.Series()) 
70 
71 
72 # run space and datetime test 
73 self.track.info("Running Filter") 




77 # read df nexrad_intersections -re format csv file 
78 header=["KEY","FOREIGN_KEY", "SIZE", "IS_INTERSECTING", 
"IS_TIME_INTERSECTING","BEGIN_LAT", "BEGIN_LON", "END_LAT", "END_LON", 







84 # stormevents_filtered_df=stormevents_df.loc[stormevents_df['IS_INTERSECTING'] 
== True] 
85 # stormevents_filtered_df.to_csv(self.output_dir) 
86 
87 
88 def locations_lon_lat(self,row): 
89 # Decimal Degrees = degrees + (minutes/60) + (seconds/3600) 






96 lon=re.sub('[^0-9]','', lon) 
97 lat=re.sub('[^0-9]','', lat) 
98 
99 
100 # sec [-2:] | min [-4:-2] | deg [:-4] 
101 try: 
102 
103 # NOTE: all lon (longtudes) are negative 
95 
 
104 lon_float=(float(lon[:-4]) + (float(lon[-4:-2])/60) + 
(float(lon[-2:])/3600))*-1 









114 self.track.warn("Exception: Float Parsing "+"lon_float 
"+str(lon_float)+",lon_float "+str(lat_float)) 
115 




120 def filter_stormevents_nexrad(self,row,locations,session): 
121 
122 # space interestion test 
123 st=locations.apply(lambda x: self.intersction_test(x,row),axis=1) 
124 




129 # time range intersection test 





135 self.track.info("Nexrad filter test "+str(row.name)) 
































166 # using row BEGIN_TIME_UTC and STATIONID 





170 for object in bucket.objects.filter(Prefix=prefrix_datetime): 
171 object_dict=dict() 
172 
173 # NOTE: KTLX19910605_162126.gz 
174 # format <SSSS><YYYY><MONTH><DAY>_<HOUR><MINUTE><SECOND> 
175 meta_data=object.key.split("/")[4].split('_') 
176 # if not object.key.endswith(".gz"): 




































211 # adding row to nexrad_intersections 
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212 if time_intersection: 
213 with open(self.output_dir_txt, "a") as myfile: 
214 rec=str(object.key)+ \ 
215 ","+str(row.name)+ \ 
216 ","+str(object.size*0.000001)+ \ 
217 ","+str(row['IS_INTERSECTING'])+ \ 
218 ","+str(time_intersection)+ \ 
219 ","+str(row['BEGIN_LAT'])+ \ 
220 ","+str(row['BEGIN_LON'])+ \ 
221 ","+str(row['END_LAT'])+ \ 
222 ","+str(row['END_LON'])+ \ 
223 ","+str(row['STATIONID'])+ \ 
224 ","+str(row['BEGIN_TIME_UTC'])+ \ 
225 ","+str(row['END_TIME_UTC'])+ \ 
226 ","+str(bucket_begin_time)+ \ 








235 except botocore.exceptions.ClientError as e: 
236 if e.response['Error']['Code'] == "404": 
237 self.track.warn("Exception: The object does not exist.") 
238 else: 
239 raise 













1 import pandas as pd 
2 from datetime import timedelta 
3 
4 import settings.local as local 
5 import utils.track as tr 
6 Track=tr.Track() 










15 # (StartA <= EndB) and (EndA >= StartB) 
16 if (bucket_begin_time <= END_TIME_UTC) and (bucket_end_time >= BEGIN_TIME_UTC): 
17 return True; 
18 return False 
19 
20 def convert_time(time,zone,format='%Y-%m-%d %X'): 
21 time_str=time.strftime(format) 
22 return pd.to_datetime(time_str)+timedelta(hours=zone) 
23 
24 
25 def to_UTC_time(row): 
26 # CZ_TIMEZONE 
27 # EST-5, CST-6, MST-7, PST-8, AST-4, AKST-9, HST-10, GST10, SST-11 
28 
29 # converting string date time to pd timestamp 
30 format = '%d-%b-%y %X' 
31 storm_begin_datetime=pd.to_datetime(row['BEGIN_DATE_TIME'], format=format) 
32 storm_end_datetime=pd.to_datetime(row['END_DATE_TIME'], format=format) 
33 















































75 Track.warn("Exception: time_zone not tracked "+row['CZ_TIMEZONE']) 
76 return None 
77 
78 except: 
79 Track.warn("Exception: Error") 
80 pass 





Time Intersection Test Module 
1 
2 # python libraries 
3 import pandas as pd 
4 import botocore 
5 import datetime 
6 import os 
7 
8 # project modules 
9 from NCDC_stormevents_data_loader import load_CSV_file 
10 from utils.time import to_UTC_time, date_range_intersection_test 
11 
12 class GoesIntersectionTest: 













24 self.storms = self.storms.assign(BEGIN_TIME_UTC=pd.Series()) 
25 self.storms = self.storms.assign(END_TIME_UTC=pd.Series()) 
26 
27 self.track.info("Running Filter") 
28 self.storms=self.storms.apply(lambda x: 
self.filter_stormevents_goes(x,self.session), axis=1) 
29 
30 # df goes_intersections 
31 header=["KEY","FOREIGN_KEY", "SIZE", "IS_TIME_INTERSECTING", "BEGIN_TIME_UTC", 








39 def filter_stormevents_goes(self,row,session): 




44 self.track.info("filter_stormevents_goes Testing Intersection "+str(row.name)) 












55 # format 
56 # <Product>/<Year>/<Day of Year>/<Hour>/<Filename> 
57 # 
58 # where: 
59 # 
60 # <Product> is the product generated from one of 
61 # the sensors aboard the satellite (e.g.) 
62 # ABI-L1b-RadF 
63 # ABI-L1b-RadC 
64 # ABI-L1b-RadM 
65 # <Year> is the year the netCDF4 file was created 
66 # <Day of Year> is the numerical day of the year (1-365) 
67 # <Hour> is the hour the data observation was made 
68 # <Filename> is the name of the file containing the data. 
69 # These are compressed and encapsulated using the netCDF4 
70 # standard. 
71 
72 # s20171671145342: is start of scan time 
73 # 4 digit year 
74 # 3 digit day of year 
75 # 2 digit hour 
76 # 2 digit minute 
77 # 2 digit second 




82 for object in bucket.objects.filter(Prefix=prefrix_datetime): 
83 
84 meta_data=object.key.split('_') 








93 ) + 
datetime.timedelta(int(meta_data[3][5 








101 ) + 
datetime.timedelta(int(meta_data[4][5 









108 if time_intersection: 
109 
110 with open(self.output_dir_txt, "a") as myfile: 
111 rec=str(object.key)+ \ 
112 ","+str(row.name)+ \ 
113 ","+str(object.size*0.000001)+ \ 
114 ","+str(time_intersection)+ \ 
115 ","+str(row['BEGIN_TIME_UTC'])+ \ 
116 ","+str(row['END_TIME_UTC'])+ \ 
117 ","+str(bucket_begin_time)+ \ 





123 self.track.info(str(object.key)+", "+str(object.size)+", 





128 except botocore.exceptions.ClientError as e: 
129 if e.response['Error']['Code'] == "404": 











1 import logging 
2 import time 
3 
4 class Track: 
5 
6 





12 def info(self,msg): 
13 logging.info(msg) 
14 
15 def warn(self,msg): 
16 logging.warning(msg) 
17 
18 def start_timer(self): 
19 self.start_time=time.time() 
20 
21 def stop_timer(self): 
22 self.end_time=time.time() 
23 
24 def get_start_time(self): 
25 return self.start_time 
26 
27 def get_end_time(self): 
28 return self.end_time 
29 
30 def createLogFile(self,output_dir): 
31 for handler in logging.root.handlers[:]: 
32 logging.root.removeHandler(handler) 
33 logging.basicConfig(filename=output_dir, level=logging.INFO) 
34 
35 def get_exection_time(self): 
36 if self.start_time and self.end_time: 
37 logging.info(str(self.end_time-self.start_time)+" seconds") 
38 return 






Training Object Module 
1 
2 # python libraries 
3 import pandas as pd 
4 from pprint import pprint 
5 import json 
6 import datetime 
7 import os 
8 import matplotlib 
9 matplotlib.use('Agg') 
10 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
11 # from matplotlib.backends.backend_qt4agg import FigureCanvasQTAgg as FigureCanvas 
12 from PIL import Image 
13 import pyart 
14 import numpy as np 
15 # import warnings 
16 from pathlib import Path 
17 
18 # project modules 




23 storm data-> corresponds to detectron bounding box 
24 goes data -> corresponds to images in detectron 
25 nexrad data ->corresponds to masks. 
26 
27 Example detectron COCO dataset 
28 For general data-type and format go-to "http://cocodataset.org/#format-data" 
29 { 
30 "info":{ 
31 "description": "storm events 2017", 
32 "url": "", 
33 "version": "1.0", 
34 "year": 2017, 
35 "contributor": "Haidar", 




40 "url": "http:\/\/creativecommons.org\/licenses\/by-nc-sa\/2.0\/", 
41 "id": 1, #unique 





47 "license": 4, #FOREGIN_KEY->licenses 
48 "url": "http:\/\/farm7.staticflickr.com\/6116\/6255196340_da26cf2c9e_z.jpg", 
49 "file_name": "COCO_val2014_000000397133.jpg", #goes data (images) 
50 "height": 427, #goes image height 
51 "width": 640, #goes image width 
52 "date_captured": "2013-11-14 17:02:52", 








59 #nexrad data mask 
60 "segmentation": [[224.24, 297.18, 228.29, 297.18, 234.91, 298.29, 243, 297.55, 
249.25, 296.45, 252.19, 294.98, 256.61, 292.4, 254.4, 264.08, 251.83, 262.61, 
241.53, 260.04, 235.27, 259.67, 230.49, 259.67, 233.44, 255.25, 237.48, 250.47, 
237.85, 243.85, 237.11, 240.54, 234.17, 242.01, 228.65, 249.37, 224.24, 255.62, 
220.93, 262.61, 218.36, 267.39, 217.62, 268.5, 218.72, 295.71, 225.34, 297.55]], 
61 "area": 1481.38065, storm data area 
62 "iscrowd": 0, 
63 "image_id": 397133, #FOREGIN_KEY->images 
64 "bbox": [217.62, 240.54, 38.99, 57.75], #nexrad image jpg bounding box 
65 "category_id": 44, #FOREGIN_KEY->categories 





71 "supercategory": "person", 
72 "id": 1, 





78 classification loss 
79 goes 3 channels 
80 ''' 
81 
82 class TrainingObject: 
83 def __init__(self,track,year,output_dir,**kwargs): 







91 self.fig = plt.figure() 
92 
93 # instances header 
94 self.instances={ 
95 "info":{ 
96 "description": "Storm Events "+self.year, 
97 "url": "ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/swdi/stormevents/csvfiles/", 
98 "version": "1.0", 
99 "year": int(self.year), 
100 "contributor": "Haidar", 
101 "date_created": str(datetime.datetime.now()) 
102 }, 
103 "licenses":[{ 
104 "url": "ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/swdi/stormevents/csvfiles/", 
105 "id": 1, 









113 "supercategory": "BigStorms", 
114 "id": 1, 
115 "name": "BigStorms" 
116 }, 
117 { 
118 "supercategory": "SmallStorms", 
119 "id": 2, 









129 def create_training_instance(self,storm_row,goes_object,rows,cols): 
130 # modify instances 
131 # append image instance 
132 image_dict={ 
133 "license": 1, #FOREGIN_KEY->licenses 
134 "url": "https://s3.amazonaws.com/", 
135 "file_name": self.current_image_dir.split("/")[3], #goes data (images) 
136 "height": float(rows), #goes image height 
137 "width": float(cols), #goes image width 
138 "date_captured": str(goes_object['bucket_begin_time']), 
139 "id": int(storm_row.name) #unique 
140 } 
141 self.track.info("append image") 
142 self.instances['images'].append(image_dict) 
143 
144 # append annotation instance 
145 







153 "segmentation": list, 
154 "area": float(bbox["area"]), #storm data area 
155 "iscrowd": 0, 
156 "image_id": int(storm_row.name), #FOREGIN_KEY->images 
157 "bbox": bbox["coordinates"], # nexrad image jpg bounding 
bbox[x,y,width,height] 
158 "category_id": 1, #FOREGIN_KEY->categories 
159 "id": int(storm_row.name) #unique 
160 } 
161 self.track.info("append annotations") 
162 self.instances['annotations'].append(annoatation_dict) 
163 
164 def dump_instances(self): 
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165 # dump instances 
166 self.track.info("Dump instances, Directory: "+self.output_dir) 
167 with open(self.output_dir, 'w') as out: 
168 json.dump(self.instances,out) 
169 
170 def generate_training_images(self,goes_data): 
171 
172 # self.canvas = FigureCanvas(self.fig) 




177 if Path(self.current_image_dir).is_file(): 
178 print(self.current_image_dir) 
179 raise Exception('Duplicate image') 
180 
181 self.fig.savefig(self.current_image_dir, dpi=100) 
182 self.track.info("image created: "+self.current_image_dir) 
183 
184 def generate_segmentation_image(self,radar): 
185 value = 35 
186 refl_grid = radar.get_field(0, 'reflectivity') 
187 valueList = [] 
188 valueList = refl_grid[refl_grid >= 35].data 
189 self.current_segmentation=valueList 
190 # print(valueList) 
191 
192 
193 def generate_bounding_box(self,width,height): 
194 # image width and height 
195 # im = Image.open(self.current_image_dir) 
196 # width, height = im.size 
197 
198 area=width*height 
199 return { 
200 "area":area, 














Verify Storms Module 
1 
2 # python libraries 
3 import pandas as pd 
4 
5 
6 # project modules 
7 from datasets.NCDC_stormevents_data_loader import load_CSV_file 
8 
9 class VerifyStorms: 







17 self.output = self.output.assign(BEGIN_LAT=pd.Series()) 
18 self.output = self.output.assign(BEGIN_LON=pd.Series()) 
19 self.output = self.output.assign(END_LAT=pd.Series()) 
20 self.output = self.output.assign(END_LON=pd.Series()) 
21 self.output = self.output.assign(BEGIN_DATE_TIME=pd.Series()) 
22 self.output = self.output.assign(CZ_TIMEZONE=pd.Series()) 
23 self.output = self.output.assign(END_DATE_TIME=pd.Series()) 
24 
25 # testing 






30 stormevents_df['BEGIN_LAT'].notnull() & 
31 stormevents_df['BEGIN_LON'].notnull() & 
32 stormevents_df['END_LAT'].notnull() & 
33 stormevents_df['END_LON'].notnull() & 
34 stormevents_df['BEGIN_DATE_TIME'].notnull() & 
35 stormevents_df['CZ_TIMEZONE'].notnull() & 
36 stormevents_df['END_DATE_TIME'].notnull() 
37 )] 














50 stormevents_df['BEGIN_LAT'].notnull() & 
51 stormevents_df['BEGIN_LON'].notnull() & 
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52 stormevents_df['END_LAT'].notnull() & 
53 stormevents_df['END_LON'].notnull() & 
54 stormevents_df['BEGIN_DATE_TIME'].notnull() & 




59 self.track.info("removing Nulls "+str(stormevents_df.shape)) 
60 
61 self.track.info("verify lons lats") 
62 self.output=stormevents_df.apply(self.iterate_lons_lats, axis=1) 
63 
64 self.output=self.output.reset_index(drop=True) 
65 self.track.info("reseting index") 
66 
67 self.output.to_csv(self.output_dir) 
68 self.track.info("verification Done") 
69 
70 # re-test 
71 self.track.info("running again") 
72 self.storms=load_CSV_file(self.output_dir) 
73 self.track.info("re-verify lons lats") 
74 self.output=self.storms.apply(self.iterate_lons_lats, axis=1) 
75 self.track.info("testing "+self.output_dir+" Done.") 
76 
77 self.track.info("count_lons_violations "+str(self.count_lons_violations)) 




81 def iterate_lons_lats(self,row): 
82 rowCopy=row 
83 # verify lons and lats 

































115 # All longtudes are negative 
116 if (values['BEGIN_LON'] is not None and values['BEGIN_LON'] > 0): 
117 if self.track is not None and row is not None: 




122 if (values['END_LON'] is not None and values['END_LON'] > 0): 
123 if self.track is not None and row is not None: 






130 # BEGIN_LAT must be less than END_LAT 
131 if values['BEGIN_LAT'] is not None and \ 
132 values['END_LAT'] is not None and \ 
133 values['BEGIN_LAT'] > values['END_LAT']: 
134 if self.track is not None and row is not None: 
135 self.track.warn("Exception: BEGIN_LAT > END_LAT, "+ 









143 # BEGIN_LON must be less than END_LON 
144 
145 if values['BEGIN_LON'] is not None and \ 
146 values['END_LON'] is not None and \ 
147 values['BEGIN_LON'] > values['END_LON']: 
148 if self.track is not None and row is not None: 
149 self.track.warn("Exception: BEGIN_LON > END_LON , 









157 return values 
158 
